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Comment Key or Definitions
The following definitions of comment descriptions represent this inspection report. All comments by the inspector should be
considered before purchasing this home. Any recommendations by the inspector to repair or replace suggests a second
opinion or further inspection by a qualified contractor. All costs associated with further inspection fees and repair or
replacement of item, component or unit should be considered before you purchase the property.
Inspected (IN) = I visually observed the item, component or unit and if no other comments were made then it appeared to be
functioning as intended allowing for normal wear and tear.
Not Inspected (NI)= I did not inspect this item, component or unit and made no representations of whether or not it was
functioning as intended and will state a reason for not inspecting.
Not Present (NP) = This item, component or unit is not in this home or building.
Repair or Replace (RR) = The item, component or unit is not functioning as intended, or needs further inspection by a
qualified contractor. Items, components or units that can be repaired to satisfactory condition may not need replacement.
All items listed in red are a component or unit that is not functioning as intended and needs further inspection and repair by a
qualified licensed contractor. All further suggested inspections, estimates and repairs should made prior to closing.
Thank you for choosing 3D Property Inspections, LLC to provide your home inspection. I appreciate the opportunity to be of
service to you by performing a visual inspection of your potential property.The goal of this inspection is to provide the
knowledge and confidence on the condition of your home by putting you in a better position to make informed decisions
concerning this property. However, it will not eliminate all the risk—for this reason, a home inspection should not be
considered an insurance policy. This inspection and the report is a general guide that provides you with some objective
information to help you make your own evaluation of the overall condition of the home. It is not intended to reflect the value
of the property, or to make any representation as to the advisability of purchase. This is not an exhaustive inspection of the
structure, systems, or components—all deficiencies may not be identified. Unexpected repairs should still be anticipated. As
per the signed Pre Inspection Agreement you are being advised of the following: This inspection is not a guarantee or
warranty of any kind. If you so desire coverage such as a warranty, we suggest that you consult with your real
estate agent or third party vendor to purchase a warranty.
3D Property Inspections, LLC endeavors to perform all inspections in substantial compliance with the Standards of Practice
set for by The State of New Jersey. As such, I inspect the readily accessible, visually observable,installed systems and
components of a home as designated in the NJ Standards—except as noted within this report due to limitations or
accessability. This inspection report contains observations of those systems and components that, in my professional
opinion, are not functioning properly, significantly deficient, unsafe, or are near the end of their service life. If the cause for
the deficiency is not readily apparent, the suspected cause or reason why the system or component is at or near end of
expected service life is reported, and recommendations for correction or monitoring are made as appropriate. It is
recommended that further evaluation by qualified professionals is obtained regarding all deficiencies reported prior to the
close of escrow in order to evaluate our findings and to inspect the system or component in its entirety for any additional
problems that may be outside the scope of this inspection. When systems or components designated in the NJ Standards
are present but are not inspected, the reason(s) the item was not inspected is reported as well.
A copy of the New Jersey Standards of Practice is available at NJ STANDARDS OF PRACTICE. These standards define
the scope of a home inspection. Clients sometimes assume that a home inspection will include many things that are beyond
the scope. I encourage you to read the NJ Standards of Practice so that you clearly understand what things are included or
not included in the home inspection and report. This report is effectively a snapshot of the house—recording the conditions
on a given date and time. Home inspectors cannot predict future behavior, and as such, I cannot be responsible for things
that occur after the inspection. If conditions change, I am available to revisit the property and update my report.
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This report was prepared for your exclusive use, as our client. No use by third parties is intended. 3D Property Inspections,
LLC will not be responsible to any parties for the contents of the report, other than the party named herein. The report itself is
copyrighted, and may not be used in whole or in part without 3D Property Inspections, LLC's express written permission.
Again, thanks very much for the opportunity of conducting this inspection for you. I am available to you throughout your
entire real estate transaction process. Should you have any questions, please call or email.

Nick Margarucci ~ 3D Property Inspections, LLC
A Radon "Charcoal Canister" device was placed at the lowest living level of the home. It will remain on site from 48 to 144
hours then be retrieved and sent to a certified lab for analysis. Results will be emailed to you after results are received.
A wood destroying insect inspection was performed by a 3rd party exterminator at the time of inspection. The extermination
firm whom performed the inspection is not owned by 3D Property Inspection, LLC and is a separate businesses. All wood
destroying insect inspections are performed by a 3rd party vendor separate from 3D Property Inspection, LLC. This
inspection and home inspection report specifically excludes the inspection for or presence of all wood destroying insects and
any hidden damage that may be present or not visible at the time of inspection. All wood destroying insect inspection report
will be issued directly by the exterminator.
Because this home was built prior to 1980 it is possible that this home may contain lead based paint or asbestos in some of
its building products. Such environmental issues include but are not limited to fungi/mold, asbestos, lead paint, lead
contamination, toxic waste, formaldehyde, electromagnetic radiation, buried fuel oil tanks, ground water contamination and
soil contamination. Testing or identifying any of these contaminants lies outside the scope of a NJ standard home
inspection. We may make reference to one of more of these materials in this report when we recognize one of the common
forms of these substances. If further study or analysis seems prudent, the advice and services of the appropriate specialists
are advised.
At the time of inspection furnishings, storage, personal belongings were present and blocked many of the walls, windows,
electrical outlets and floors. There is the possibility that defects were not visible; concealed defects are not within the scope
of the home inspection. We recommend re-inspecting home once furnishings, and storage have been removed. Please
contact our office to schedule a reinspection once all of the storage items have been removed. Charges apply for
reinspections.
This home is older than 50 years and the home inspector considers this while inspecting. It is common to have areas that no
longer comply with current code. This is not a new home and this home cannot be expected to meet current code standards.
While this inspection makes every effort to point out safety issues, it does not inspect for code. It is common that homes of
any age will have had repairs performed and some repairs may not be in a workmanlike manner. Some areas may appear
less than standard. This inspection looks for items that are not functioning as intended. It does not grade the repair. It is
common to see old plumbing or mixed materials. Sometimes water signs in crawlspaces or basements could be years old
from a problem that no longer exists. Or, it may still need further attention and repair. Determining this can be difficult on an
older home. Sometimes in older homes there are signs of damage to wood from wood eating insects. Having this is typical
and fairly common. If the home inspection reveals signs of damage you should have a pest control company inspect further
for activity and possible hidden damage. The home inspection does not look for possible manufacturer re-calls on
components that could be in this home. Always consider hiring the appropriate expert for any repairs or further inspection.
This home is considered a "fixer upper." The home inspection is limited to what can be inspected in regards to floor and wall
coverings and general cosmetics. You should be aware of obvious areas that need prep and paint, or replacement of
coverings. These items represent the overall condition of home. The inspection of main components is the purpose of this
inspection. Components such as structure, roof, plumbing, heating and electrical are main components. Utilities must be on
for inspection of these areas. If the inspection report states that a utility is off (no water, no fuel, or no electrical) then any
item relating to these components cannot be inspected. Always consider having the utility on in order to inspect these areas.
There is a fee for a return trip to re-inspect.
At the time of the inspection, an addition to the home showed evidence of work performed by persons unfamiliar with
generally-accepted current standards and good building practices. This indicates that work may have been performed
without the required building permits and the accompanying building inspections. Work performed without the required
building inspections designed to ensure compliance with applicable safety codes may contain hidden defects and significant
safety hazards. Locating such defects may require invasive techniques. The application of invasive techniques exceeds the
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scope of the General Home Inspection. You should ask the seller for documentation showing that the structure was built with
the proper permits and building inspections.
The home appears to have experienced flooding in the past. You should ask your agent and the seller about this condition
and about any flood damage which the home may have experienced in the past to discuss possible risk involved. You should
ask the seller about this condition and you may wish to consider having sampling performed to ensure that mold spore
concentrations in indoor air are below unhealthy levels.
This Building was vacant at the time of this inspection and had been vacant for some time. Comments within this report
reflect the condition of the components at the time of this inspection. These conditions may be different (both positive and/or
negative) if the building was not vacant. The home inspector is unable to determine if any component(s) would operate (or
be) any different if this building was not vacant. Some components may operate properly during this inspection since they
have not been used during the duration that the building was vacant and than fail once in constant use. A vacant building
usually does not have a similar inside temperature that would be if it was occupied. This variation of the inside temperature
may have effects on the building during this inspection that are (or are not) reflected in this report. Please be aware that the
inspector has your best interest in mind. Any repair items mentioned in this report should be considered before purchase. It
is recommended that qualified contractors be used in evaluating any components and/or repair issues as it relates to the
comments in this inspection report.
Standards of Practice:

In Attendance:

Type of building:

New Jersey Standards of Practice

Customer, Termite Inspector (EG

Multi-family

Exterminators) 3rd Party

Approximate age of building:

Directions of rooms given in this report:

Temperature at the time of inspection::

As per MLS information available online,

For the purpose of this report, all location of

15 Degrees

Older Than 1980, Over 100 Years

rooms will be taken as if looking at the front
of the home from the street.

Weather:

Rain in last 3 days:

Ground/Soil surface condition:

Cloudy

Yes

Snow covered

Radon Test:

Was a wood destroying insect inspection Occupancy and storage level:

Yes, Radon Test Performed

performed?:

Occupied and furnished, The utilities were on

Yes, By 3rd party Exterminator

at the time of inspection., Moderate to heavy
personal and household items observed.,
Access to some items such as: electrical
outlets/receptacles, windows, wall/floor
surfaces, and cabinet interiors may be
restricted by furniture or personal belongings.
Any such items are excluded from this
inspection report.
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1. Exterior
The home inspector is not required to observe: Storm windows, storm doors, screening, shutters, awnings, and similar seasonal accessories; Fences;
Presence of safety glazing in doors and windows; Garage door operator remote control transmitters; Geological conditions; Soil conditions;
Recreational facilities (including spas, saunas, steam baths, swimming pools, tennis courts, playground equipment, and other exercise,
entertainment, or athletic facilities); Detached buildings or structures; or presence or condition of buried fuel storage tanks. The home inspector is not
required to: Move personal items, panels, furniture, equipment, plant life, soil, snow, ice or debris that obstructs access or visibility. WE DO NOT
REMOVE THE EXTERIOR SIDING TO INSPECT BENEATH THE SURFACE AS DOING SO MAY CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE HOME. THIS
INSPECTION IS LIMITED TO THE EXTERIOR VISUAL COMPONENTS ONLY.

Styles & Materials
Siding Style and Material:

Driveways:

Exterior Windows:

Vinyl Siding Panels

Brick

Aluminum covered frames

Cedar Boards

Located at the side of the home

Double hung

Exterior Entry Doors:

Walkways:

Swinging front door

Fascia Soffit and trim:

Concrete

Aluminum fascia and trim, Vinyl soffits

Swinging rear door

and trim
Wooden trim
Wooden fascia

Appurtenance:

Retaining Walls:

Front Steps

No Retaining Walls Present

Sidewalk
Covered front porch
Elevated deck with steps
Entertainment Grill Area (Not Inspected)

Items

1.0 Exterior siding, Flashing and Trim
Comments: Repair or Replace

(1) As preventive maintenance, caulking and sealing the gaps in the exterior of the building around the doors,
windows, plumbing and electrical entry points will help prevent heat loss, cold air infiltration and moisture
entry.If caulking is needed for maintenance of any flashing or exterior trim, we suggest a high quality urethrae
sealant such as 'Sikaflex'. Others, like Latex, butyl, oil based, silicone or 'architectural grade' sealants should
be avoided. Additionally, All exterior wood that is exposed and needs painting should be refinished to extend
the remaining life of the product to avoid rot and decay. All exterior caulking and paint should be examined and
reapplied regularly as part of normal home owner maintenance.

(2) A NOTE ABOUT LEAD PAINT Because the home was built before 1978 chances are high that it contains
lead paint. More than 80 percent of homes built before 1978 contain lead paint. Lead in paint used to paint the
home exterior oxidizes and is washed into soil around the perimeter of the home by rain. Children coming onto
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contact with lead-containing soil may experience the effects of lead poisoning. Soil around the perimeter of
older homes may contain lead even if the home has been recently re-painted. To gain an accurate idea of the
extent of any potential lead problem would require a full specialist inspection which would follow established
protocols. Testing performed using inexpensive kits available in hardware stores will not provide
comprehensive information concerning the actual extent of any potential problem related to the presence of
lead paint at the home. The Inspector did not test for lead paint. Much information about lead paint is available
online at http://www.epa.gov/lead/pubs/leadpdfe.pdf.

(3) The exterior painted finish at the rear of the home is failing. A qualified contractor should prep
(pressure wash, scrape, sand, prime caulk, etc.) and repaint or restain areas as needed and as per standard
building practices to extend the life of the product.

1.0 Item 1(Picture)

1.0 Item 2(Picture)

(4) Inspector observed ivy growing under the siding of the home. This condition is conducive to wood
destroying insects and wood rot. Inspector could not inspect behind the siding to determine if damage had
occurred. All ivy should be removed and walls examined for damage.

1.0 Item 3(Picture)

1.1 Doors (Exterior) and Doorbell
Comments: Repair or Replace
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The exterior basement entrance door is a metal door known as a Bilco door. This door design is prone to
moisture intrusion and will likely be a source of water entry into the basement. It is suggested that a contractor
investigate and repair the door to provide a water tight seal. Often the only way to keep these doors from
leaking is to build an awning over it to shield it from driving rain or snow build up.

1.1 Item 1(Picture)

1.1 Item 2(Picture)

1.2 Windows (Exterior windows condition)
Comments: Repair or Replace

(1) Some screens missing or not installed in windows during inspection. Suggest asking home owners if
they have them stored somewhere. If no screens exists a qualified contractor should be consulted to estimate
the cost of replacement prior to settlement.

(2) Inspector observed torn window screens on home. Often Hardware stores can make affordable repairs
to screens. A qualified contractor is recommended to evaluate and estimate repairs prior to settlement.

(3) Inspector observed exterior window sills that have deteriorated caulking and may allow for water
leakage into siding or wall surfaces. Inspector suggests having a qualified contractor resealed these areas and
homeowner should routinely inspect and maintain all caulking around windows. A qualified contractor is
recommended to evaluate and estimate repairs prior to settlement.

1.2 Item 1(Picture)
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(4) The wood trim is peeling paint at most windows. Further deterioration may occur if not repaired. I
recommend a qualified contractor inspect and repair as needed.

1.2 Item 3(Picture)

(5) Inspector observed the the basement windows are damage and will require repairs to avoid moisture
and or vermin entry. A qualified contractor is recommended to evaluate and estimate repairs prior to
settlement.

1.2 Item 4(Picture)

(6) Inspector observed that the basement windows were very old and made out of wood. Some windows
showed signs of wood rot. Inspector suggests consulting with a qualified contractor to estimate the cost of
replacement prior to settlement.

(7) Exterior window sills located at many exterior windows show signs of extensive wood rot. All windows
should be evaluated by a qualified contractor to estimate costs for repair and or replacement. Inspector
observed area where a high probability of water intrusion to the structure where wood rot was observed.
Advised client during inspection that there may be further damage inside walls that we cannot see today due to
interior and exterior wall coverings. A qualified contractor is recommended to evaluate and estimate repairs
prior to settlement.

1.2 Item 5(Picture)
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1.3 Decks, Balconies, Balconies, Stoops, Steps, Areaways, Porches Patio and Applicable Railings
Comments: Repair or Replace

(1) The deck needs cleaning with a "Deck wash" and seal with a waterproof sealant. Also, do the underside of
deck if accessible.

1.3 Item 1(Picture)

(2) The deck surface and structure are old and worn and a general replacement is likely. A qualified
contractor should be consulted to estimate the cost of repairs or replacement. A qualified contractor should
further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing.

1.3 Item 2(Picture)

(3) The flights of stairs with more than two risers have no handrail installed at the basement bilco door.
This is a safety hazard. A qualified contractor should install graspable handrails that your hand can completely
encircle at stairs where missing, and as per standard building practices.

1.3 Item 3(Picture)
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(4) The stairs at the basement bilco door of the home are non uniform and uneven in step tread height.
This can be a falling hazard. This should be repaired. A qualified contractor should be consulted for repairs.

1.3 Item 4(Picture)

1.4 Vegetation, Grading, Drainage, Driveways, Patio Floor, Walkways and Retaining Walls (With respect to their
effect on the condition of the building)
Comments: Repair or Replace

(1) Inspector observed carpenter ants at the rear of the home and garage. A qualified exterminating firm
should be consulted to evaluate the home for the need for treatment against wood destroying insects. I was
unable to determine if additional damage exists and the full extent of the damage located behind finished wall
surfaces. A contractor should be hired to expose the inner walls in the area of suspected insect damage to
determine if any hidden damage exists. This lies beyond the scope of this visual non invasive home inspection.
(2) Vegetation planted too close to structure. May present an avenue for wood destroying insects to enter
home. Vegetation such as trees, shrubs and/or vines are in contact with or less than one foot from the
structure's exterior. Vegetation can serve as a conduit for wood destroying insects and may retain moisture
against the exterior after it rains. Vegetation should be pruned and/or removed as necessary to maintain a one
foot clearance between it and the structure's exterior.

1.4 Item 1(Picture)
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(3) The driveway has significant cracks and/or deterioration in one or more areas. A qualified contractor
should evaluate and repair or replace driveway sections as necessary prior to settlement.

1.4 Item 2(Picture)

(4) The driveway covering is made of asphalt which should be resealed yearly to extend the life of the
product. Sealant is available at your local hardware store.

(5) One or more trip hazards were found in the walkway due to cracks, settlement and/or heaving.
Recommend having a qualified contractor evaluate and repair or replace driveway sections as necessary to
eliminate trip hazards prior to settlement.

1.4 Item 3(Picture)

(6) Roots growing from a tree near the foundation may cause foundation damage. Although no sign of
damage was visible at the time of the inspection, damage may occur underground, leaving no visible evidence.
The inspector recommends evaluation by a qualified arborist to help determine the need for action to prevent
foundation damage.

1.4 Item 4(Picture)

1.4 Item 5(Picture)

1.5 Eaves, Soffits and Fascias
Comments: Repair or Replace
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(1) Carpenter bee damage was found in one or more areas on fascia boards. A qualified contractor should
evaluate and make repairs as necessary, replacing or repairing all damaged or rotted wood. A qualified
contractor should estimate the cost of repairs prior to settlement.

(2) Rot was found in one or more areas on fascia boards. A qualified contractor should evaluate and make
repairs as necessary, replacing all rotten wood. A qualified contractor should estimate the cost of repairs prior
to settlement.

1.5 Item 1(Picture)

1.5 Item 2(Picture)

(3) Rot was found in one or more areas on the wooden soffit boards. A qualified contractor should
evaluate and make repairs as necessary such as replacing all rotten wood. A qualified contractor should
estimate the cost of repairs prior to settlement.

1.5 Item 3(Picture)

1.5 Item 4(Picture)

(4) Inspector observed many sections of peeling paint on the exterior fascia boards. A qualified painting
contractor should estimate the cost of repairs prior to settlement.

1.5 Item 5(Picture)
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(5) Inspector observed sections of soffit material that were not properly secured and created openings that
can allow for unwanted vermin or moisture damage. Inspector suggests consulting with a qualified contractor
prior to settlement to estimate the cost of repairs.

1.5 Item 7(Picture)

1.6 Plumbing Water Faucets (hose bibs)
Comments: Inspected
Inspector suggests that all outside faucets and showers be winterized prior to freezing weather. All exterior
faucets can freeze and become damaged. A qualified contractor is recommended to estimate the cost of
annual winterizing procedures. The exterior faucets installed on the home are old and must be winterized to
avoid frozen pipe damage in the winter. You should consider upgrading your exterior faucets to a "frost free"
design that will reduce the risk of frozen exterior faucets. A licensed plumber should be consulted to estimate
the costs of this upgrade.

1.7 Exterior Outlets and Lighting
Comments: Repair or Replace

(1) I did not find any outside outlets.
(2) Inspector observed exterior lamps that have missing bulbs. Missing bulbs may allow for water
penetration and corrosion inside the lamp socket. Inspector suggests further evaluation by a qualified
contractor to ensure the exterior lamps safe and efficient operation.

1.7 Item 1(Picture)
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(3) Electrical conductors not rated for exterior use were used for an exterior application outside of an
protective conduit. This condition is a potential fire hazard. The Inspector recommends correction by a qualified
electrical contractor prior to settlement.

1.7 Item 2(Picture)

1.8 Additional Building and Appurtenance Notes
Comments: Inspected
Exterior items such as swing sets, tree forts, grills, doll houses, sheds, exterior sound systems, fire escapes,
pergolas, fire pits, gazebos, low voltage lighting, sprinkler systems, solar systems, bulkheads, docks, boat lifts,
septic systems, wells, well equipment, fountains or ponds are outside the scope of a standard home inspection
and are not inspected.

1.8 Item 1(Picture)

1.9 Fences
Comments: Inspected
Although we always endeavor to uncover moisture between insulated glass windows and doors, it is not always possible due to
environmental factors such heat and humidity changes which can hinder our ability to discover it. Moisture between the glass in windows
and doors are often caused by defective seals or internal manufactures defects that are not visible to the inspector. Because of these
factors beyond our control we specifically disclaim the inspection and responsibility of the hermetic seals in all insulated windows and
doors as outlined here and in our pre inspection agreement. You should consult with the current home owners to have them disclose in
writing, their knowledge of any windows or doors that show signs of moisture or fogging between the panes of glass periodically.
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2. Roofing / Chimneys / Roof Structure and Attic
We are not professional roofers this is a generalist inspection. Feel free to hire one prior to closing. We do our best to inspect the roof system within
the time allotted. We inspect the roof covering, drainage systems, the flashings, the skylights, chimneys, and roof penetrations. We are not required to
inspect antennae, interiors of flues or chimneys which are not readily accessible, and other installed accessories. This is not an exhaustive inspection
of every installation detail of the roof system according to the manufacturer's specifications or construction codes. It is virtually impossible to detect a
leak except as it is occurring or by specific water tests, which are beyond the scope of our inspection. We recommend that you ask the sellers to
disclose information about the roof, and that you include comprehensive roof coverage in your home insurance policy. This inspection is not a
guarantee that a roof leak will not happen in the future. Roofs leak. Even a roof that appears to be in good, functional condition may leak under
certain circumstances. We will not take responsibility for a roof leak that happens in the future. This is not a warranty or guarantee of the roof system.
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Styles & Materials
Viewed roof covering from:
The roof inspected from ground using
extension pole and camera
Roof-Type:
Front Gabled
Sky Light(s):
None

Roof Covering:

Roof Ventilation:

Roll/Selvage

Limited Amount

Slate
Type of Roof Drainage used:
Above ground:

Chimneys:
BRICK: Lined for heating unit

Method used to observe attic:
Finished attic space

Attic Access Location::
Not Inspected- No Access Safely
Possible

Roof Structure and Framing Method:
Finished Attic Space

Ceiling Structure:
Unknown Not Visible for Inspection

Attic Insulation:
Unknown

Items

2.0 Roof Coverings
Comments: Repair or Replace

(1) A slate roof was installed on the dwelling at the time of inspection. The roof appeared to be in visibly
acceptable condition. It is a very specialized roofing system that date back hundreds of years. Many existing
slate roofs in the United States are over a century old and still in use.It is not uncommon for a century old slate
roof to have 50 or more slates fail from simple attrition. Slate is a natural stone and some may contain faults or
hairline cracks and may eventually break here and there on the roof. A typical 20 square roof (2,000 square
feet), with a typical 10”X20” slate, will include about 3,400 slates. If fifty of them fail after a century, then the
failure rate of the roof is 1.5% per 100 years. In most instances a slate roof can be repaired if necessary. I
recommend that a qualified roofing company that specializes in "slating" be consulted for all future repairs.

(2) Inspector observed missing shingles from the roof covering that should be replaced to avoid water
damage to the interior. A qualified roofer should be consulted to estimate the cost of repairs.

2.0 Item 1(Picture)
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(3) Inspector observed exposed nail heads at areas of the roofing. these exposed nail heads should be
properly sealed to prevent water entry into the home. A qualified roofer should inspect and make the needed
repairs prior to settlement.

2.0 Item 2(Picture)

(4) It was observed that TAR was used in at least one location on the roof surface. Tar is a roof cement
and not intended to be a sealant to prevent water penetration for an extended period of time. At best tar is for a
fast temporary fix when a repair is needed. It is not intended to be for a permanent repair. With the weather
conditions (and seasonal changes) the tar will expand and contract. Within a few years the tar will crack and
that will result in the failure of this seal. The end result will be a leak at the area that was tared. A qualified
person should evaluate these areas and correct without the use of TAR.

2.0 Item 3(Picture)

2.0 Item 4(Picture)

2.0 Item 6(Picture)

2.0 Item 7(Picture)
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(5) The flat roof has reached the end of its life cycle at the front of home. This area will be prone to roof
leakage. The covering has failed. It should be replaced as soon as possible. A qualified roofing contractor
should further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing..

2.0 Item 8(Picture)

(6) The roof covering show signs of a previous repair at the "entire roof". I am unable to determine if this
repair will leak or fail. This does not appear adequate. It should be properly repaired or replaced. A qualified
roofing contractor should further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of repairs or
replacements prior to closing..

2.0 Item 9(Picture)

2.0 Item 10(Picture)

(7) The roof covering is damaged and needs to be replaced at the rear of home. It should be replaced as
soon as possible. A qualified roofing contractor should further inspect the condition observed to estimate the
costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing..

2.0 Item 11(Picture)
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(8) This inspection is not a guarantee that a roof leak will not happen in the future. Roofs leak. Even a roof
that appears to be in good, functional condition may leak under certain circumstances. We will not take
responsibility for a roof leak that happens in the future. This is not a warranty or guarantee of the roof system.

2.1 Conditions that Limited the Roof Inspection
Comments: Inspected
Inspector was unable to walk roof due to its height from the ground. All observations were made from the
ground using an extension pole camera. Client may want to consider further inspection of the roof by a
qualified roofer if desired. Inspector did not walk the roof for safety reasons.

2.2 Skylights, Chimneys and Roof Penetrations
Comments: Repair or Replace
Plumbing stack vent flange boots are dry rotted and cracking. This condition will cause water to enter the
home and cause water damage. Recommend a roofing contractor to replace all deteriorating vent flashings
prior to settlement. If left unrepaired water damage will occur.

2.2 Item 2(Picture)
2.2 Item 1(Picture)

2.3 Flashings
Comments: Repair or Replace

(1) The chimney has tar installed around its base where its meets the roof as a sealant rather than a
standard metallic flashing. Although this is common on many homes, they can become problematic and allow
for leakage. Often tar flashings will require periodic reapplication of roofing tar to remain water tight. You
should consider it prudent ot have this intersection examined by a qualified roofer to estimate the cost of
installing a proper chimney flashing. A repair of this nature may require some shingle replacement and the
costs of repairs should be considered prior to settlement.
(2) All flashings that are covered by roof shingles, siding, windows, doors or ledger boards were not visible for
examination and no inspection could be made to report on their condition. The flashings in these locations
were not visible or inspected.

2.4 Roof Ventilation
Comments: Repair or Replace
Attic venting appeared to be insufficient at the time of the inspection. The approximate rule of thumb is 1.5
sq. ft. of vent area for every 300 sq. feet of attic floor. The Inspector recommends increasing attic ventilation by
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installing appropriate roof, gable or soffit vents. Lack of ventilation can cause poor energy efficiency, promote
moisture build up in the attic allowing for mold and premature rot. A roofer should be consulted for repairs.

2.4 Item 1(Picture)

2.5 Roof Drainage Systems (gutters and downspouts)
Comments: Repair or Replace

(1) One or more downspouts extensions were missing or routed roof drainage too close to the foundation.
This condition may cause problems by introducing excessive amounts of moisture to the soil near the
foundation. Excessive moisture near the foundation can result in water intrusion into basements or
crawlspaces, structural failure due to foundation movement or moisture intrusion with the potential to cause
structural damage from decay. Moisture intrusion can also cause the development of unhealthy conditions in
indoor air related to microbial growth such as mold fungi.The Inspector recommends installation of downspout
extensions( Gutter Leaders) to keep roof runoff away from the home. It is recommended that all roof drainage
terminate no closer than 6 feet away from the foundation. A qualified contractor should estimate the cost of
repairs prior to settlement.

2.5 Item 2(Picture)

2.5 Item 1(Picture)
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2.5 Item 3(Picture)

2.5 Item 4(Picture)

(2) The gutters are full of debris in areas and needs to be cleaned. The debris in gutters can also conceal
rust, deterioration or leaks that are not visible until cleaned, and I am unable to determine if such conditions
exist.

2.5 Item 5(Picture)

(3) The downspout missing part (S) at the front left corner of home. Gutters that drain poorly or clogged
can lead to many costly problems such as deterioration of fascia, soffit or roof edge. It can also cause gutters
to pull loose and lead to possible water intrusion. A qualified contractor should further inspect the condition
observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing..

2.5 Item 6(Picture)
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(4) The gutter is missing at the rear of home. Erosion can continue or become worse if not corrected
possibly leading to water intrusion. A qualified contractor should further inspect the condition observed to
estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing..

2.5 Item 7(Picture)

2.5 Item 8(Picture)

(5) The gutter is damaged at the rear of home. Gutters that drain poorly or clogged can lead to many
costly problems such as deterioration of fascia, soffit or roof edge. It can also cause gutters to pull loose and
lead to possible water intrusion. A qualified contractor should further inspect the condition observed to estimate
the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing..

2.5 Item 9(Picture)

2.6 Roof Structure and Attic (Report leak signs or condensation)
Comments: Not Inspected
Concealed Framing - The installation of wall and/or ceiling finishes in attic areas conceals the condition of
the framing, as well as insulation and ventilation provisions. Roof leakage and/or the improper installation of
insulation or ventilation provisions can lead to moisture entrapment and subsequent damage, decay and or
mold. It is not possible to inspect these concealed components as part of a home inspection or without opening
up surfaces. It would be prudent, however, to gain access to an area to ascertain whether any detrimental
conditions exist.

2.7 Ventilation Fans and Thermostatic Controls (Attic)
Comments: Not Present

2.8 Insulation in Attic
Comments: Not Inspected

2.9 Visible Electric Wiring in Attic
Comments: Not Inspected

2.10 Conditions present that limited the attic inspection.
Comments: Not Inspected
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(1) Concealed Framing - The installation of wall and/or ceiling finishes in attic areas conceals the condition
of the framing, as well as insulation and ventilation provisions. Roof leakage and/or the improper installation of
insulation or ventilation provisions can lead to moisture entrapment and subsequent damage, decay and or
mold. It is not possible to inspect these concealed components as part of a home inspection or without opening
up surfaces. It would be prudent, however, to gain access to an area to ascertain whether any detrimental
conditions exist.

(2) The attic space was not inspected because of no access for the attic space. We could not inspect the attic
space for leaks, structural, electrical, pest hvac or other issues because there was no access. This area should
be made accessible and inspected for defects.
The roof of the home was inspected and reported on with the above information. While the inspector makes every effort to find all areas of concern,
some areas can go unnoticed. Roof coverings and skylights can appear to be leak proof during inspection and weather conditions. Our inspection
makes an attempt to find a leak but sometimes cannot. Please be aware that the inspector has your best interest in mind. Any repair items mentioned
in this report should be considered before purchase. It is recommended that qualified contractors be used in your further inspection or repair issues
as it relates to the comments in this inspection report. All flashings that are covered by roof shingles, siding, windows, doors or ledger boards were
not visible for examination and no inspection could be made to report on their condition. The flashings in these locations were not visible or inspected.
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3. Interior Rooms Including Bedrooms
The home inspector shall observe: Walls, ceiling, and floors; Steps, stairways, balconies, and railings; Counters and a representative number of
installed cabinets; and A representative number of doors and windows. The home inspector shall: Operate a representative number of windows and
interior doors; and Report signs of abnormal or harmful water penetration into the building or signs of abnormal or harmful condensation on building
components. The home inspector is not required to observe: Paint, wallpaper, and other finish treatments on the interior walls, ceilings, and floors;
Carpeting; or Draperies, blinds, or other window treatments.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS
Environmental issues include but are not limited to fungi/mold, asbestos, lead paint, lead contamination, toxic waste, formaldehyde, electromagnetic
radiation, buried fuel oil tanks, ground water contamination and soil contamination. Testing or identifying any of these contaminants lies outside the
scope of a NJ standard home inspection. We may make reference to one of more of these materials in this report when we recognize one of the
common forms of these substances. If further study or analysis seems prudent, the advice and services of the appropriate specialists are advised.
MICROORGANISMS AND MOLD
New Jersey Home Inspection Licensing Standards of Practice [13:40-15.16] do not include the presence of,or adverse conditions of mold
or fungus growth. An inspection for mold/fungus was not performed and any comments in this report regarding mold/fungus or suspected
mold/fungus should not be construed as such. We recommend having these observations evaluated by a certified mold inspector to
determine what, if any, further actions are needed. WE DID NOT PERFORM A MOLD TEST WITH THIS INSPECTION. If any moisture related
conditions are observed in this report (roof leaks, plumbing leaks, condensation, basement water, crawlspace water, deteriorated windows,
deteriorated window caulking or other moisture related defects) you should consult with a certified mold inspector to perform an
inspection and testing for the presence for mold. WE DID NOT PERFORM A MOLD TEST WITH THIS INSPECTION. Mold can exist in areas
hidden from view that only testing or the removal of finishes may reveal. Hidden condition behind insulation and finished coverings are not
included in this inspection as outlined in the New Jersey Home Inspection standards, the signed inspection agreement and this report.

Styles & Materials
Ceiling Materials:
Plaster
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Wall Material:
Plaster

Floor Covering(s):
Carpet, tile, hardwood
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Window Types:

Window Manufacturer:

Solid

Thermal/Insulated

Wood

Double-hung

UNKNOWN

Single pane
Tilt feature
Vinyl
Wood
Amount of storage present in the
dwelling that visually or physically
limiting the complete inspection of the
dwelling:
Vacant
Furnished

Items

3.0 Ceilings
Comments: Repair or Replace

(1) Inspector observed cracking in sheet rock walls or ceiling. Often these types of crack are typical with
normal settlement. Inspector was unable to determine of these cracks are new or old. Inspector suggest
monitoring these cracks for future movement and making repairs as needed.

3.0 Item 1(Picture)
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(2) Common flaws in drywall ceiling and walls present associated with normal wear. Suggest consulting with a
qualified painting contractor to estimate the correction of the cosmetic wear and tear.

(3) Inspector observed a stain on the ceiling at the upstairs. This stain was dry when tested with a
moisture meter. You should have the current owners disclose in writing their knowledge and repair history of
this stain. Inspector was unable to determine if a leak was active in this area due to finished coverings. Further
investigation should be made to this area by a qualified contractor to determine if leaks or hidden damage
exists. At a minimum, this area should be prepped, painted and monitored for future leakage to determine if
leaks exist. A qualified contractor should further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of repairs
or replacements prior to closing.

3.0 Item 3(Picture)

3.1 Walls
Comments: Inspected
Although inspector could not see in walls to inspect framing. Walls appeared straight with no significant
bowing or deflection. Many walls were covered by storage and furniture.

3.2 Floors
Comments: Inspected

3.3 Steps, Stairways, Balconies and Railings
Comments: Repair or Replace
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(1) The hand/guard rail for the main staircase is too low for safety. The minimum safe guardrail height is
36 - 42 inches which may vary by jurisdiction. A fall or injury could occur if not corrected. A qualified contractor
should further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing.

(2) Steps to the basement are missing balusters, riserboards, and a safe handrail. A fall hazard could
occur if not corrected. Consult with a qualified contractor to estimate the cost of repairs prior to settlement.

3.3 Item 1(Picture)

3.3 Item 2(Picture)

3.4 Doors (Representative number)
Comments: Inspected
A door located in many of the rooms rubs at the jam and will require repairs. A qualified contractor should be
consulted for repairs

3.4 Item 1(Picture)

3.5 Windows (Representative number)
Comments: Repair or Replace
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(1) Inspector observed that the windows installed on the 1st floor are aged, loose, lack modern weather
stripping, hardware and lack a tight fit at the meeting rails and stops. In my opinion, the old windows are at the
end of serviceable life. Air leakage or drafts are probable due to the age of the windows and their condition.
You should consider updating by adding insulated replacement units. Updating to modern insulated
replacement windows will greatly improve the energy efficiency of the home. New windows will improve your
comfort, reduce maintenance and they will increase the market value of the home. Such updating will
represent a significant expense, but pay back will be partly offset by fuel savings. I advise that you consult with
several window replacement contractors and seek estimates for the installation of new insulated replacement
windows prior to settlement.

3.5 Item 1(Picture)

(2) Many windows in the home are old single pane style windows that do not appear to be made from
safety glass. You should be aware of the hazard that non safety glass can cause of a window breaks.
Consideration should be made to replace all of these windows to a double pane safety glass replacement
window for safety.
(3) Many windows were not inspected because an AC unit was installed in the window in many of the
rooms. The windows should reinspected once access is made. I could not inspect the windows for operation or
condition. Charges apply for reinspections. This is for your information.

3.5 Item 2(Picture)

3.6 Outlets, Switches and Fixtures
Comments: Repair or Replace
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(1) The fan at the bedrooms upstairs wobbles excessively and may require repairs or replacement. A
qualified electrical contractor should be consulted for repairs.

(2) Electrical outlets were improperly secured and moved when plugs were inserted. Outlets should be
securely installed to prevent fire, shock and/or electrocution hazard. Loose outlets should be corrected by a
qualified electrical contractor.

3.6 Item 1(Picture)

3.6 Item 2(Picture)

(3) Inspector observed that the outlets tested had an open ground when tested with a circuit analyzer.
This condition should be further evaluated by a licensed electrician to estimate the costs of repair or upgrade
prior to settlement. This current condition does not provide for a safely grounded receptacle and will not
provide grounding protection for appliances or occupants.

3.6 Item 3(Picture)

3.6 Item 4(Picture)

3.6 Item 5(Picture)

(4) Cover plate(s) are missing from one or more electric boxes, such as for receptacles, switches and/or
junction boxes in the many of the rooms . They are intended to contain fire and prevent electric shock from
exposed wires. This is a safety hazard due to the risk of fire and shock. Cover plates should be installed where
missing.

3.6 Item 7(Picture)

3.6 Item 8(Picture)

3.6 Item 6(Picture)
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3.6 Item 9(Picture)

(5) Inspector observed that an outlet is visibly damaged or corroded. Inspector suggests that all outlets be
inspected by a licensed electrician prior to settlement to estimate the cost of repairs.

3.6 Item 10(Picture)

(6) One or more electric receptacles in many of the rooms appear to have no power. Recommend asking
the property owner(s) about this. Switches may need to be operated to make some receptacles energized. If
necessary, a qualified electrician should evaluate and make repairs as necessary.

3.6 Item 11(Picture)
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3.6 Item 13(Picture)
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(7) At least one outlets is wired incorrectly and is not safe. Further inspection is needed by a qualified
licensed electrical contractor. A qualified licensed electrical contractor should examine the condition observed
to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing..

3.6 Item 14(Picture)

(8) The light fixture hangs by its own cord and should not at the basement. This is a safety issue that
needs to be corrected. A qualified licensed electrical contractor should examine the condition observed to
estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing..

3.6 Item 15(Picture)

3.7 Interior Conditions that Limited the Inspection
Comments: Inspected
At the time of inspection furnishings, storage, personal belongings were present and blocked many of the
walls, windows, electrical outlets and floors. There is the possibility that defects were not visible; concealed
defects are not within the scope of the home inspection. We recommend re-inspecting home once furnishings,
and storage have been removed. Please contact our office to schedule a reinspection once all of the storage
items have been removed. Charges apply for reinspections.
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4. Bathroom and Components

Styles & Materials
Bathrooms and locations:
2nd Floor Main Bathroom

Items

4.0 Counters and Cabinets
Comments: Repair or Replace

(1) The base of the cabinet located under the 1st floor maim bathroom and 2nd floor main bathroom sink
is damaged from water leakage. Water leakage can cause mold growth and damage to building materials. A
qualified contractor should estimate the cost of repairs prior to settlement. Inspector could not see under the
cabinet to determine the extent of the damage

(2) Inspector observed that the 2nd floor main bathroom and basement bath countertop in the is not
secured to the cabinet below. Movement of the countertop can cause injury or unwanted damage to the water
pipes below. A qualified contractor should make repairs as needed.

(3) The cabinets located in the 1st floor main bathroom are in poor condition and will require repairs or
replacement. A qualified contractor should further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of
repairs or replacements prior to closing.

4.1 Doors (Representative number)
Comments: Inspected

4.2 Windows
Comments: Inspected

4.3 Bathroom Floors
Comments: Repair or Replace
Sub floor is deteriorated or weak around toilet at the 1st floor main bathroom and basement. The repair
work will likely involve the removal of covering in order to repair the framing. The extent of damage cannot be
realized until the covering is removed. A qualified contractor should further inspect the condition observed to
estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing..

4.4 Bathroom Ceilings
Comments: Repair or Replace
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(1) Signs of fungi growth are present on ceiling in several areas in the 1st floor main bathroom. We did not
inspect, test or determine if this growth is or is not a health hazard. The underlying cause is moisture or
dampness. I recommend you contact a mold inspector or expert for investigation or correction if needed.

4.4 Item 1(Picture)

(2) The Sheetrock on the ceiling is damaged at the 1st floor main bathroom. The moisture meter was used
and it recorded 19% or higher, which indicates the leak has not been corrected. A qualified contractor should
further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing..

4.4 Item 2(Picture)

4.4 Item 3(Picture)

4.5 Bathroom Walls including tub and shower surround defects
Comments: Repair or Replace
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(1) Grout and / or caulking is missing or deteriorated within the 1st floor maim bathroom and 2nd floor
main bathroom shower surround, It should be replaced where deteriorated and/or applied where missing to
prevent water intrusion and damage to the wall or floor structure. All repairs should be evaluated by a qualified
contractor prior to settlement. Please bear in mind that routine application of grout and or caulking to the
vertical corners, where the shower basin and tile walls meet and at the edge of the shower and at the floor will
be a part of regular home maintenance. When choosing a caulking to make repairs, always choose a mold
resistant caulking designed for bathroom applications.

(2) Loose tiles noted inside the basement bath, 1st floor main bathroom and 2nd floor main bathroom tub,
its is important to have these tile repaired to avoid damage to wall structure. Damaged tiles will allow for water
leakage behind the finished wall surfaces and may have caused hidden damage behind the finishes. Inspector
was unable to determine if any previous damage has occurred without causing further damage to the home.
Chronic water leakage/seepage promotes the growth of mold and mildew. Some mold/mildew spores can be
harmful; any potential mold or mildew conditions should be addressed immediately. A certified technician or
laboratory can sample and analyze air quality and possible hidden mold conditions to determine the nature of
the contamination and corrective measures that may be needed. A qualified licensed contractor should further
inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing.

4.5 Item 2(Picture)

4.5 Item 1(Picture) lOOSE TILES

4.5 Item 3(Picture)

4.5 Item 4(Picture)

4.6 Plumbing Drain, Waste and Vent Systems
Comments: Repair or Replace

(1) An "S" trap has been used under the bathroom sink. S traps should be replaced during any new
plumbing work as they are subject to siphoning problems. Replacement is sometimes difficult and thus the S
traps are usually tolerated. Care should be taken to keep the trap "primed." Fixtures should be monitored for
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sewer odor. A licensed plumber should evaluate and provide estimates for the cost of repairs prior to
settlement

4.6 Item 1(Picture)

4.6 Item 2(Picture)

(2) Inspector observed that the 2nd floor main bathroom sink plunger does not seal and will not hold water
in the sink. A qualified plumber should estimate the cost of repairs prior to settlement.

(3) The toilet continues to run after flushing at the 2nd floor main bathroom. Repairs are needed. A
qualified licensed plumber should examine the conditions observed to estimate the costs of repairs or
replacements prior to settlement.

(4) The 1st floor main bathroom and basement bathroom toilet is loose at the floor and should be
evaluated for repairs by a qualified contractor or plumber. If left loose a toilet can cause water damage and
deterioration of sub flooring.

4.6 Item 3(Picture) loose toilet

(5) The toilet will not flush at the basement bath. Repairs are needed. A qualified licensed plumber should
examine the conditions observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to settlement.

4.7 Plumbing Water Supply and Distribution Systems and Fixtures
Comments: Repair or Replace
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(1) The tub faucets leaks a stream through tub spout when shower is on at the 2nd floor main bathroom.
Repairs are needed. A qualified licensed plumber should examine the conditions observed to estimate the
costs of repairs or replacements prior to settlement.

4.7 Item 1(Video)

(2) The shower head and tub spout leaks at the 2nd floor main bathroom. Repairs are needed. A qualified
licensed plumber should examine the conditions observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements
prior to settlement.
(3) The control knob is damaged at the 1st floor main bath. Repairs are needed. A qualified licensed
plumber should examine the conditions observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to
settlement.

4.7 Item 2(Picture)
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(4) The shower head is damaged at the 1st floor main bath. Repairs are needed. A qualified licensed
plumber should examine the conditions observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to
settlement.

4.7 Item 3(Picture)

(5) The hot control is missing at the basement bath. Repairs are needed. A qualified licensed plumber
should examine the conditions observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to settlement.

4.7 Item 4(Picture)

4.8 Outlets Switches and Fixtures
Comments: Repair or Replace
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(1) Inspector observed unprotected non GFCI outlets at the basement bath that are within 6 feet of water.
Your inspector suggests that these outlets be upgraded to a GFCI style outlet to protect you against accidental
electrical shock when using these outlets near water.

4.8 Item 1(Picture) GFCI

(2) Inspector observed that the outlets tested in the basement bathroom had an open ground when tested
with a circuit analyzer. This condition should be further evaluated by a licensed electrician to estimate the costs
of repair or upgrade prior to settlement. This current condition does not provide for a safely grounded
receptacle and will not provide grounding protection for appliances or occupants.
A thorough determination of the presence and condition of shower pans cannot be made because the pans are not accessible. These pans tend to
leak/fail without notice, and typically cannot be repaired. Any evaluation of the condition of the pans is based on outward evidence of leakage, such
as visible stains or dampness at the adjacent floors and walls.
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5. Kitchen Components and Appliances
Although the indicated permanently installed appliances were operated, they may be replaced, exchanged,become damaged and/or faulty after this
inspection. It is strongly recommended that all appliances be put through a full cycle at the pre-closing walk through inspection to ensure operation.
The operation of any appliance during the inspection does not constitute a warranty or future reliability. Appliances are know to fail without warning.
New Jersey State Home Inspector licensing act requires inspectors to operate the kitchen range, oven, dishwasher and garbage disposal and to
report on their visual condition. Any other appliances that were not operated are not considered a part of this inspection. Any other non-permanently
installed appliances such as refrigerators, ice makers, clothes washers, clothes dryers or microwaves were not operated or reported on with this
inspection. The home inspector is also not required to operate: Appliances in use; or Any appliance that is shut down or otherwise inoperable. This is
for your information

Styles & Materials
Dishwasher Brand:
NONE
Exhaust/Range hood:
NONE

Disposer Brand:

Range/Oven:

NONE

AGED

Built in Microwave:
NONE

Cabinetry:
Attached to wall with incorrect hardware
Wood

Countertop:
Laminate

Refrigerator:

Clothes Dryer Vent Material:

NOT INSPECTED

None

Dryer Power Source:
None
Washers and Dryers were not inspected
during this inspection

Items

5.0 Ceiling
Comments: Inspected

5.1 Walls
Comments: Inspected

5.2 Floor
Comments: Repair or Replace
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Inspector observed that the floor in the in the kitchen has a visible sag or bulging at the time of inspection.
Determining the cause of this defect is outside the scope of a standard home inspection. A qualified contractor
should further inspect and estimate the cost of repairs prior to settlement.

5.2 Item 1(Picture)

5.3 Pantry/Closet Doors
Comments: Inspected

5.4 Windows
Comments: Inspected

5.5 Counters and a representative number of Cabinets
Comments: Repair or Replace

(1) Wall cabinetry is held to the wall with the incorrect hardware or screws. This hardware is not rated to
hold up wall cabinetwork and may be unsafe. This is a safety issue for your information. Recommend replacing
all wall cabinetry screws with the appropriate hardware where improper screws were used. Please follow the
attached link to learn about the proper screws to use in this application. Click Here

5.5 Item 1(Picture) cabinet

(2) The base of the cabinet located under the kitchen sink is damaged from water leakage. Water leakage
can cause mold growth and damage to building materials. A qualified contractor should estimate the cost of
repairs prior to settlement. Inspector could not see under the cabinet to determine the extent of the damage

5.6 Plumbing Drain and Vent Systems
Comments: Repair or Replace
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The waste line clogged or drains slow at the Kitchen sink. Repairs are needed. A qualified licensed
plumber should examine the conditions observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to
settlement.

5.7 Plumbing Water Supply Faucets and Fixtures
Comments: Inspected

5.8 Outlets Wall Switches and Fixtures
Comments: Inspected

5.9 Dishwasher
Comments: Not Present

5.10 Ranges/Ovens/Cooktops
Comments: Repair or Replace

(1) The range can tip forward, and no anti-tip bracket appears to be installed. This is a safety hazard since
the range may tip forward when weight is applied to the open door, such as when a small child climbs on it, or
if heavy objects are dropped on it. Anti-tip brackets have been sold with all free standing ranges since 1985.
An anti-tip bracket should be installed to eliminate this safety hazard. For more information, visit:
http://www.nachi.org/anti-tip.htm

(2) Although the oven was operational, it is aged and exceeded its expected life span. Consider for
replacement.

5.11 Range Hood
Comments: Not Present

5.12 Food Waste Disposer
Comments: Not Present

5.13 Microwave Cooking Equipment
Comments: Not Present

5.14 Clothes Dryer Vent Piping and Washer Connections
Comments: Not Present
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(1) Due to the concealed nature of the dryer vents interior, we suggest that a full inspection, cleaning or
replacement of the dryer vent be performed by a certified chimney sweep prior to closing. Faulty dryer vents
have been responsible for thousands of fires, hundreds of injuries, and even deaths. The best vents are a
smooth-walled metal type that travels a short distance; all other types should be regarded as suspect, and
should be inspected bi-annually to ensure that they do not contain trapped lint or moisture. Fore more
information about dryer vents from the Consumer Product Safety Commission click here.

5.14 Item 1(Picture)

(2) We suggest that the hoses that connect the washing machine to the valves be changed to braided
stainless steel hoses that are resistant to bursting. These hoses should always be replaced at least every 5
years. Monitor the hoses from time to time and look for any drips or bubbles in the hose, especially on the hot
water side and if this condition is noticed, turn the valve off and replace the hoses. Failure to do proper
maintenance on these hoses can result in a hose that may burst and flood the area around the washing
machine. These comments are for your information and to prevent any undo problems in the future.

(3) The washing machine should have a drip pan installed underneath the washer to avoid leakage damage
from occurring to the home below.
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6. Structural Components
The home inspector is not required to: Enter any area or perform any procedure that may damage the property or its components or be dangerous to
or adversely effect the health of the home inspector or other persons. Only visible components and system can inspected and no inspection was
possible to areas concealed by furniture, carpeting, storage, insulation, drop ceiling tiles, drapes, bathroom floor/ wall tiles, wall, floor and ceiling
coverings. Damaging or Destructive testing was not used to inspect this home and the insides off walls, ceilings and floors were not visible and not
inspected.
WOOD DESTROYING INSECTS AND PESTS
All wood destroying insect inspections are performed by a 3rd party vendor separate from 3D Property Inspection, LLC, this inspection and report
specifically excludes the inspection for or presence of any and all wood destroying insects. Any information included in this report about wood
destroying insects is informational only and is not intended to be exhaustive. Without a complete inspection for wood destroying insects, the extent of
any infestation and damage cannot be determined. We strongly recommend that you obtain the services of a licensed professional to perform a
complete inspection for wood destroying insects.
Due to the hidden nature of termites and other wood destroying insects there may be damage that is hidden behind walls, ceilings and beneath the
flooring that can only be discovered if these areas are exposed. Any hidden infestation and/or damage discovered at a future date is not covered by
this inspection. Changes to visual clues can change rapidly, and termites have been known to construct a 2 foot mud tunnel shelter tube in less than
48 hours. We recommend obtaining an annual service contract with a licensed pest control applicator for regular inspections.

Styles & Materials
Foundation:
Brick Perimiter Walls
Signs of water intrusion present

Describe Foundation Type Under The
Home:

Method used to observe Crawlspace:
No crawlspace

PARTIALLY FINIHSED BASEMENT
Inspector was unable to inspect any of
the homes plumbing, electrical or structural
components hidden by finished walls,
ceilings, floors, concrete floor slabs,
insulation or earth on the exterior. All of
these areas were not visible to the
inspector and were not inspected.

Floor Structure:
Wood joists

Columns or Piers:
Not visible due to wall coverings

Wood beams

Items

6.0 Foundations, Basements and Crawlspaces (Report signs of abnormal or harmful water penetration into the
building or signs of abnormal or harmful condensation on building components.)
Comments: Repair or Replace
Evidence of prior water intrusion was found in one or more sections under the home. For example, water
stains and/or efflorescence on the foundation or floor, water stains at bases of support posts, etc. Accumulated
water is a conducive condition for wood destroying insects and organisms and should not be present under the
home. The client(s) should review any disclosure statements available and ask the property owner(s) about
past accumulation of water under the home. Inspector was unable to determine if water penetration will occur
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in the future. A qualified contractor who specializes in drainage issues should evaluate and repair as
necessary. Typical repairs for preventing water from accumulating under the home. include: Repairing,
installing or improving rain run-off systems (gutters, downspouts and Extensions or drain lines, Improving
perimeter grading and repairing, installing or improving underground footing and/or curtain drains. Ideally,
water should not enter under the home, but if water must be controlled after it enters under the home, then
typical repairs include installing sump pump(s) or interior perimeter drains.

6.0 Item 1(Picture) wet basement clues

6.1 Walls (Structural)
Comments: Inspected
The foundation walls at the front, rear and sides of home have thin vertical cracks. These common cracks as
observed in many homes should be sealed and monitored for future movement. Typical cracks can be sealed
with a sealer and may need periodical sealing. A qualified contractor should estimate the cost of repairs to seal
all foundation cracks.

6.2 Evidence of Suspected Fungal Growth Present
Comments: Repair or Replace
Signs of fungi growth is present on the walls along basement in several areas. We did not inspect, test or
determine if this growth is or is not a health hazard. The underlying cause is moisture. I recommend you
contact a mold inspector or expert for investigation or correction if needed. Some mold/mildew spores can be
harmful; any potential mold or mildew conditions should be addressed immediately. A certified technician or
laboratory can sample and analyze air quality and suspect mold conditions to determine the nature of the
contamination and corrective measures that may be needed.

6.2 Item 1(Picture)
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6.3 Columns or Piers
Comments: Inspected
Columns and piers could not be inspected as they were hidden behind finished walls.

6.4 Floors (Structural)
Comments: Inspected

6.5 Ceilings (Structural)
Comments: Inspected

(1) Most of the walls and ceilings in the finished basement are covered and structural members are not
visible. No obvious problems discovered. I could not see behind these coverings.

(2) Inspector was unable to inspect many of the basement ceilings because they are obscured from view by
the finished basement ceilings or storage items. The evaluation of the framing, electrical, heating and
plumbings was limited and no endorsement of areas hidden from view could be made.

6.6 Ventilation of Foundation Area (crawlspace or basement)
Comments: Inspected

6.7 Conditions Present that Limited the Structural Inspection
Comments: Inspected
Inspector was unable to inspect many of the foundation walls, overhead floor framing or floors because they
are obscured from view by the finished basement walls or storage items. The evaluation of the foundation
walls and floors was limited and no endorsement of areas hidden from view could be made.
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7. Heating / Central Air Conditioning
The home inspector is not required to: Operate heating systems when weather conditions or other circumstances may cause equipment damage;
Operate automatic safety controls; Ignite or extinguish solid fuel fires; or Observe: The interior of flues; Fireplace insert flue connections; Humidifiers;
Electronic air filters; or The uniformity or adequacy of heat supply to the various rooms. Window air conditioning units, humidifiers, dehumidifiers,
electronic air filters, condensation pumps or any portable heating unit were not inspected or report on as part of this inspection.
COOLING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: An air conditioning system consists of the cooling equipment operating and safety controls and a means of
distribution. These items are visually examined for proper function, excessive or unusual wear, and general state of repair. Air conditioning systems
are not tested if the outside temperature is too cold for proper operation. Detailed testing of the components of the cooling equipment or predicting
their life expectancy requires special equipment and training and is beyond the scope of this inspection. Regular servicing and inspection of air
conditioning equipment is encouraged.
OUTDOOR CONDENSING UNIT: The condenser contains all the equipment necessary to reclaim the refrigerant gas and convert it back to a liquid. It
consists of a compressor, condenser, hot gas discharge line, condenser fan, electrical panel box, and some accessory components.
HEATING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: A heating system consists of the heating equipment, operating and safety controls, venting and the means of
distribution. These items are visually examined for proper function, excessive or unusual wear and general state of repair. Regular servicing and
inspection of fuel burning heating systems is encouraged.
•
•
•
•

Forced air furnaces operate by heating a stream of air moved by a blower through a system of ducts. Important elements of the system
include the heat exchanger, exhaust venting, blower, controls, ducting, and combustion air supply.
Boilers are designed to heat water and distribute it to convectors such as radiators, baseboards or heated flooring
Electric heaters are designed to heat convectors using electric as a power source
The heating system heat exchanger is not visible by manufacturer design. The condition of the heat exchanger was not readily visible and
could not be completely inspected.

CHIMNEY, HEAT AND FIREPLACE VENTING NOTES: This was a limited visual inspection for obvious defects and problems. The National Fire
Protection Association recommends a Level II (internal) inspection of the chimney at the change in ownership of real estate to ensure that the
chimney is in good operating condition and to reduce the number of house fires experienced annually due to dirty and/or damaged flues. Recommend
contacting a certified chimney sweep to arrange for this type of inspection. The National Fire Protection Association also recommends annual
cleaning and internal inspection of chimneys to ensure their safe operation.

Styles & Materials
Heat System Brand~ Location and

Number of Heat Systems (excluding

Approx Age:

Ductwork and Filter Type:

wood):

Metal Pipes Wrapped with

Operational

One

Insulation(Possible Asbestos)

BASEMENT UNIT

Natural Gas Boiler

Approximate Age: : 2016
Types of Fireplaces or Wood stoves:
Sealed off

Cooling Equipment Type and Fuel Type:
Window AC
No air conditioning system present

Items

7.0 Heating Systems
Comments: Inspected
The heating system operated at the time of inspection. No estimate of remaining life could be provided. A
heating and air conditioning system requires routine maintenance and both the heating and cooling equipment
should be serviced twice a year. Routine maintenance will help your equipment run safely and efficiently. You
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should consult with a qualified HVAC firm to perform the needed biannual maintenance checks and service to
properly maintain your equipment.
TIP: Do not forget to check and change the air filters in your HVAC equipment every 30 days for optimum
performance.

7.1 Normal Operating Controls
Comments: Inspected
The thermostat operated as designed

7.1 Item 1(Picture)

7.2 Automatic Safety Controls
Comments: Inspected

7.3 Distribution Systems (including fans, pumps, ducts and piping, with supports, insulation, air filters,
registers, radiators, fan coil units and convectors)
Comments: Repair or Replace

(1) Inspector observed that the radiator is leaking in the 3rd floor bedroom. Repairs are needed. A
qualified HVAC technician or licensed plumber should be consulted to estimate the cots of repairs prior to
settlement.

7.3 Item 1(Picture)
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(2) Inspector observed a white fiberous material coating several of the heating ducts located in the
basement. This material is consistent with the appearance of asbestos. The only way to confirm that this
material is asbestos is through testing. Due to the poor condition of the material, I suggest that you consult with
an environmental testing firm to perform the necessary testing to confirm its composition and to suggest the
proper method of removal.

7.3 Item 3(Picture)

7.3 Item 4(Picture)

7.4 Presence of installed heat source in each room
Comments: Inspected

7.5 Chimneys, Flues and Vents (for fireplaces, gas water heaters or heat systems)
Comments: Not Inspected
The liners for furnace or fireplaces were not inspected by our company. I recommend a qualified chimney
sweep inspect for safety.

7.6 Solid Fuel heating Devices (Fireplaces, Woodstove)
Comments: Repair or Replace
The fireplace was sealed off. I did not inspect the fireplace for proper operation. A certified chimney
sweep should further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to
closing.

7.7 Gas/LP Firelogs and Fireplaces
Comments: Not Present

7.8 Cooling and Air Handler Equipment
Comments: Not Present
There is no central air conditioning in this home. This home has no central air (No AC). This is for your
information.
The heating and cooling system of this home was inspected and reported on with the above information. While the inspector makes every effort to
find all areas of concern, some areas can go unnoticed. The inspection is not meant to be technically exhaustive. The inspection does not involve
removal and inspection behind service door or dismantling that would otherwise reveal something only a licensed heat contractor would discover.
Please be aware that the inspector has your best interest in mind. Any repair items mentioned in this report should be considered before purchase. It
is recommended that qualified contractors be used in your further inspection or repair issues as it relates to the comments in this inspection report.
It is suggested that a qualified HVAC contractor perform and Clean and check certification of the heating and cooling equipment prior to
closing to ensure the safe and long term operation of your equipment. This suggestion is required in some jurisdictions but may not be
required for the certificate of occupancy with this property. I suggest you have this performed for safety as many sections of the heating
and cooling system are not readily accessible and not inspected as part of a standard home inspection. Conditions and deterioration of the
equipment may be present that only a technically exhaustive disassembly will discover. Consult with a HVAC contractor of your choice to
have the suggested inspections performed.
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8. Electrical System
The home inspector is not required to: Insert any tool, probe, or testing device inside the panels; Test or operate any over current device except
ground fault circuit interrupters; Dismantle any electrical device or control other than to remove the covers of the main and auxiliary distribution
panels; or Observe: Low voltage systems; Security system devices, heat detectors, or carbon monoxide detectors; Telephone, security, cable TV,
intercoms, or other ancillary wiring that is not a part of the primary electrical distribution system; or Built-in vacuum equipment.
In homes that may not be equipped with GFCI breaker or outlet protection we suggest that all of the kitchen, bathroom, exterior and garage
outlets be upgraded to GFCI protected outlets. GFCI protected outlets are designed to protect against accidental shock in and around wet
areas. This modern electrical safety feature has saved countless lives from accidental shock. If the home is not equipped with GFCI push
button outlets in any of these areas, I suggest that you consult with a licensed electrician to estimate the cost of upgrades prior to
settlement.

Styles & Materials
Electrical Service Conductors:

Panel capacity and Panel Type:

Overhead service

100 AMP

Aluminum

(inadequate)

MAIN DISTRIBUTION PANEL
MANUFACTURER:

Main Circuit Breaker Type Panel
Branch wire 15 and 20 AMP:

Electric Panel Manufacturer:

FEDERAL PACIFIC

Wiring Methods:

Copper

Romex

Aluminum

Knob and Tube
BX Armored cable

Items

8.0 Service Entrance Conductors
Comments: Inspected

8.1 Service and Grounding Equipment, Main Overcurrent Device, Main and Distribution Panels
Comments: Repair or Replace

(1) The home is equipped with a Federal Pacific Electric (FPE) Stab-lok brand electrical panel. Stab-lok
load centers(panels) and their breakers have been considered problematic by some industry professionals due
to a higher-than-average failure rate. Most of the failures recorded are due to the circuit breakers not tripping
causing wires to overheat and causing fires.Please note, that any failure of any component within the electrical
system may result in fire and/or electrocution. I suggest having the panel and its components fully evaluated
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by a licensed electrician to determine its safety, integrity and the potential need for replacement prior to
closing. Please follow this link to learn more about Federal Pacific Electrical Panels and their safety record.
CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT FEDERAL PACIFIC PANELS

8.1 Item 1(Picture)

(2) Inspector observed that the electrical panels circuit labeling is not complete or is confusing and hard to
understand. A licensed electrician should examine and properly label the panel so that a homeowner will be
able to shut down the proper breakers in case of emergency. A licensed electrician should be consulted to
examine this defect and to further examine the electrical panel to determine if any other repairs are needed
outside of this recommendation.

(3) One or more overcurrent protection devices (circuit breaker) are "double tapped", where 2 or more
wires are clamped in a terminal designed for only one wire. This is a safety hazard since the bolt or screw may
tighten securely against one wire, but leave others loose. Arcing, sparks and fires may result. A licensed
electrician should be consulted to examine/repair this defect and to further examine the electrical panel to
determine if any other repairs are needed outside of this recommendation.

8.1 Item 3(Picture)

8.1 Item 2(Picture) DBLTAP

(4) The dead front cover of the main electrical service panel was missing screws and was not held
securely closed. The Inspector recommends correction by a qualified electrical contractor.

(5) There are visible unplugged openings in the electrical service panel. there is a potential for electrical
shock. Apparently the fuses or breakers or wires entering the service panel were altered without closing up
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the old holes in the metal box. While important in terms of safety, repairs are very inexpensive as plastic blanks
are available to fill the unused holes. Recommendation: Consult an electrician for simple but urgent repairs.

8.1 Item 5(Picture)

8.1 Item 4(Picture) knockouts

(6) This home is currently serviced by a 100 Amp service panel. While adequate for this size home at the
time of construction, the service might not handle the electrical needs of the home today. If any significant
remodeling or renovations take place in the home in the future, the client should consider upgrading the
service panel to meet modern electrical needs. This is for your information.

8.2 Branch Circuit Conductors, Overcurrent Devices and Compatability of their Amperage and Voltage
Comments: Repair or Replace

(1) Solid single strand aluminum wire is installed on the 120 VAC branch electrical circuits in the subject
house. These single strand, branch circuit aluminum wires were used widely in houses during the mid 1960s
and 1970s. According to the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, problems due to expansion can
cause overheating at connections between the wire and devices (switches and outlets) or at splices, which has
resulted in fires. Additionally, many homes that have had aluminum wiring repairs may or may not meet safe
standards as many repair methods have proven defective or unsafe. For further information on aluminum
wiring contact the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission via the Internet at http://www.cpsc.gov/ or
follow this link for more information about repair options and hazards associated with previously repaired
aluminum wiring. http://inspectapedia.com/aluminum/Aluminum_Wiring_Summary.html It is recommended that
the electrical system be evaluated by a licensed electrical contractor to determine if repairs or replacement is
needed prior to closing.
(2) This home was constructed prior to 1955 and may have originally been wired with Knob and tube
wiring. This outdated wiring can be a potential fire hazard. Your inspector was unable to determine if any Knob
and tube wiring existed or still exists within hidden or concealed areas of the home. As a safety precaution I
suggest that a licensed electrician check and certify that this homes electrical system meets modern safety
standards and no Knob and tube wiring exists in the home.

8.3 Connected Devices and Fixtures (Observed from a representative number operation of ceiling fans, lighting
fixtures, switches and receptacles located inside the house, garage, and on the dwelling's exterior walls)
Comments: Repair or Replace
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(1) Inspector observed that there were two prong outlets installed in this home. Although common years
ago, this type of outlet and wiring to the outlet does not provide adequate grounding protection for modern
appliances. A licensed electrician should evaluate the outlets for upgrading to 3prong outlets with appropriate
grounding.

8.3 Item 1(Picture)

8.3 Item 2(Picture)

(2) Extension cords are being used as permanent wiring in most if not all rooms. They should only be
used for portable equipment on a temporary basis. Using extension cords as permanent wiring poses a fire
and shock hazard, and is an indication that wiring is inadequate and should be updated. Extension cords may
be undersized. Connections may not be secure, resulting in power fluctuations, damage to equipment, and
sparks that could start a fire. Extension cords should be removed as necessary, or a qualified electrician
should evaluate and make repairs as necessary. For example, install additional circuits and/or electric
receptacles.

8.3 Item 3(Picture)

8.3 Item 4(Picture)

8.4 Location of Main and Distribution Panels
Comments: Inspected
The main panel box is located at the basement.

8.5 Smoke Detectors and Carbon Monoxide Detectors
Comments: Not Inspected
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(1) IMPORTANT NOTE: Smoke and carbon monoxide detectors, if present, are not tested on my inspection.
This is the responsibility of the local authorities and must be conducted prior to closing. Periodic testing of
these devices as per the manufactures instructions is advised for the safety and welfare of the occupants. Any
smoke detectors that are over 10 years old or have damaged test buttons should be replaced. Furthermore, all
re-sales are required to have a fire extinguisher mounted within the kitchen and in compliance with state and
local fire codes.

8.5 Item 1(Picture)

(2) The smoke detector should be tested at common hallway to bedrooms upon moving in to home.
(3) The smoke detector has been disconnected intentionally at the common hallway to bedrooms. Without
a working smoke detector in your home you have no first alert to a possible fire. I recommend repair or replace
as needed using a qualified person.

8.5 Item 2(Picture)

8.5 Item 3(Picture)

The electrical system of the home was inspected and reported on with the above information. While the inspector makes every effort to find all areas
of concern, some areas can go unnoticed. Outlets were not removed and the inspection was only visual. Any outlet not accessible (behind the
refrigerator for example) was not inspected or accessible. Please be aware that the inspector has your best interest in mind. Any repair items
mentioned in this report should be considered before purchase. It is recommended that qualified contractors be used in your further inspection or
repair issues as it relates to the comments in this inspection report.
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9. Plumbing System
The home inspector is not required to: State the effectiveness of anti-siphon devices; Determine whether water supply and waste disposal systems
are public or private; Operate automatic safety controls; Operate any valve except water closet flush valves, fixture faucets, and hose faucets;
Observe: Water conditioning systems; Fire and lawn sprinkler systems; On-site water supply quantity and quality; On-site waste disposal systems;
Foundation irrigation systems; Spas, except as to functional flow and functional drainage; Swimming pools; Solar water heating equipment; or
Observe the system for proper sizing, design, or use of proper materials.
PLUMBING WASTE LINES AND BLOCKAGES
I attempt to evaluate drain pipes by flushing every drain that has an active fixture while observing its draw and watching for blockages or slow drains,
but this is not a conclusive test and only a video-scan of the main line would confirm its actual condition. However, you can be sure that blockages will
occur, usually relative in severity to the age of the system, and will range from minor ones in the branch lines, or at the traps beneath sinks, tubs, and
showers, to major blockages in the main line. The minor ones are easily cleared, either by chemical means or by removing and cleaning the traps. My
inspection is limited to the visual observance of the drain line and apparent effectiveness of it's use and no inspection was made to buried pipes,
concealed pipes or the interior sections of pipe. I recommend that you ask the sellers provide in writing their knowledge if they have ever
experienced any drainage problems, or you may wish to have the main waste line video-scanned before the close of escrow to determine if
underground or hidden waste line problems exist.
PLUMBING LEAKS BEHIND FINISHED COVERINGS OR UNDERGROUND
Although we endeavor to observe and report on visible plumbing leaks in the home, this inspection is purely visual in nature and does not involve any
destructive testing. In such we cannot detect plumbing leaks underground, behind finished walls, ceilings, floors, under tubs, under shower pans,
cabinets, behind insulation or hidden areas and no representation of these areas is included in this report. If a plumbing leak is found at a later date in
one or more of these areas, it was impossible for us to detect the presence of the leak without performing destructive testing. According to the NJ
Home Inspection standards of practice, I inspect the readily accessible, visually observable,installed systems and components of a home as
designated by the New Jersey home inspection standards of practice.

Styles & Materials
Water Source:
Public
Satisfactory Water Pressure
Plumbing Water Distribution (inside
home):
UNABLE TO DETERMINE MATERIAL

Water Heater Manufacturer:
RHEEM

Water Filters:

Plumbing Water Supply (into home):

None (We do not inspect filtration

Copper

systems)
Plumbing Waste Line:
AGED

Water Heater Capacity~ Fuel Type and
Approximate Age:

Good Drainage

Natural Gas Fuel

Cast iron

50 Gallon (2-3 people)

PVC

2013

Water Heater Vent Type and Location:
Double Wall Pipe

Washer Drain Size:
2" Diameter

Basement

Items

9.0 Plumbing Drain, Waste and Vent Systems
Comments: Inspected
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(1) Waste lines observed under the home were old and have likely outlasted their expected life
expectancy. The materials the pipes were made of are prone to internal corrosion and blockages. A further
evaluation of these pipes should be made by a licensed plumber prior to settlement.

(2) Water was flowed through all tubs and sinks. Water drainage appeared adequate.
(3) According to information disclosed or provided to me, the waste disposal system of this property is
connected to a public or community sewage system. Please note that I can neither access nor inspect the
underground components and connections of the system for anomalies, failures, tree root intrusions, etc.
Furthermore, I have no meaningful way of verifying that a public or communal sewage system in fact serves
the property. You may wish to verify this by consulting municipal authorities, health district authorities or other
appropriate record sources.

(4) The General Home Inspection is a visual inspection of the home systems and their visible, accessible
components. I evaluate drain pipes by operating and observing each operable home plumbing fixture to ensure
proper drainage at each fixture at the time of the inspection. Blockages can occur between the time the home
is inspected and the time you move in, sometimes due to cleaning activities or hidden defects. We are unable
to inspect drainpipes obstructed from view or the interior section of drainpipes. Blockages will eventually occur,
usually relative in severity to the age of the plumbing system, and will range from minor blockages of branch
lines, or at the traps beneath sinks, tubs, and showers, to major blockages in the main sewer line. Minor
blockages are usually easily cleared, either by chemical or mechanical means or by removing and cleaning the
traps.The Inspector recommends that you ask the sellers if they have ever experienced any drainage
problems. If the home is older, you should have the drain pipes video-scanned before the expiration of you
Inspection Objection Deadline, as replacements can be expensive. This inspection specifically excludes the
inspection or identification of defects to drainpipes located underground, obstructed from view and/or the
interior sections of drain pipes.

9.1 Plumbing Water Supply and Distribution Systems and Fixtures
Comments: Inspected

(1) The water source is the public utility company and the water pressure was adequate at the time of
inspection

(2) Water pressure was adequate at the time of inspection performing a functional flow test by running sinks
showers and flushing toilets at the same time.

9.2 Hot Water Heater Systems, Controls, Chimneys, Flues and Vents
Comments: Repair or Replace
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(1) The gas fired water heater was operational at the time of inspection and was visually inspected. No leaks
were observed. We suggest monitoring the unit for leaks and routinely maintained for proper performance. To
learn hot to maintain your water heater click the following link to watch an informative video. https://youtu.be/
7fdrMneJjdc

(2) Inspector observed that the electrical bonding strap between the hot and cold water lines on the hot
water heater are missing. Inspector suggest to have one installed. The bonding strap is designed to ensure a
continuous electrical bond exists throughout the plumbing system. This simple repair will improve the safety of
your electrical system

9.2 Item 1(Picture)

9.2 Item 2(Picture)

9.3 Main Water Shut-off Device (Describe location)
Comments: Repair or Replace

(1) The main shut off is the old rusted knob located on the front wall in the basement. This is for your
information.

9.3 Item 1(Picture)
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(2) The bonding system for the metal water distribution pipes did not include a jumper wire across the
water meter. A jumper wire should be installed to ensure that the metal water pipes are properly bonded.

9.3 Item 2(Picture) meter jumper

(3) Inspector observed the rotary style main water shut off valve is old/corroding and a replacement should
be considered. Upgrading the shut off valve to a lever style ball valve should be considered to add to the ease
of operation and reliability.

9.4 Fuels Storage and Distribution Systems (Interior fuel storage, piping, venting, supports, leaks)
Comments: Repair or Replace
Inspector suggests having the yard scanned for abandoned oil tanks to ensure that one does not exists. If
one is found the soil should be tested to ensure no soil contamination exists. A qualified oil tank removal
service should be consulted to perform the surface scan.

9.5 Main Fuel Shut-off (Describe Location)
Comments: Inspected
The main fuel shut off is at gas meter in the basement.

9.5 Item 1(Picture)
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9.5 Item 3(Picture)

9.6 Sump Pump and Sewer Ejection Pump
Comments: Not Present
This homes basement or crawlspace is not equipped with a sump pump to protect dwelling from water
intrusion. I am unable to determine if water intrusion under the home will occur or how often it will occur. You
should consult with the current owners to have them disclose in writing their knowledge of any and all past
water intrusion that may have occurred under the home. I suggest the installation of a sump pump and
perimeter drain system be installed to protect the home from unwanted water intrusion or damage that can
occur under the dwelling.
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10. Garage

Styles & Materials
Type of garage:
Detached
Garage walls and ceilings:
Exposed framing

Garage Door Type:
Two manual

Garage Door Material:
Wood

Storage in the garage obstructing
inspection:
Shelves present
Storage present
furniture present
Because of storage items, latent or
hidden defects may exist. I suggest that the
entire garage be reinspected once all
storage is removed prior to closing.

Items

10.0 Garage Structure, Walls and Ceilings (Including Firewall Separation)
Comments: Repair or Replace

(1) At the time of the inspection, asphalt composition shingles covering the roof of this home appeared to
be at the end of their useful life and you may wish to take this into account in your consideration of this
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property. The Inspector recommends that before the expiration of your Inspection Objection Deadline, you
consult with a qualified roofing contractor to discuss options and costs for replacement.

10.0 Item 1(Picture)

10.0 Item 2(Picture)

10.0 Item 3(Picture)

(2) This garage does not have gutters and downspouts installed to catch and carry water away from the
home. Not having gutters can cause wet basements or crawlspaces, damage to roof and building materials
and structural damage. I suggest you consult with a qualified contractor to estimate the cost of gutter
installation prior to settlement.

10.0 Item 4(Picture)

(3) The exterior wall is damaged or deteriorated. Framing in wall may need repair as well (not visible) at
the garage. Repairs are needed. A qualified contractor should further inspect the condition observed to
estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing..

10.0 Item 5(Picture)

10.1 Garage Floor
Comments: Inspected

10.2 Garage Door (s)
Comments: Inspected
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10.3 Occupant Door from Garage to inside home
Comments: Not Present

10.4 Garage Door Operators (Report whether or not doors will reverse when met with resistance)
Comments: Not Present

10.5 Garage electrical
Comments: Repair or Replace
There is no power to any components in the garage. Repairs are needed. A qualified licensed electrician
should further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing.

10.5 Item 1(Picture)
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General Summary
Customer
Joe Sample
Address
123 Happy St
Pleasantville NJ 07000
The following items or discoveries indicate that these systems or components do not function as intended or adversely
affects the habitability of the dwelling; or warrants further investigation by a specialist, or requires subsequent
observation. This summary shall not contain recommendations for routine upkeep of a system or component to keep it in
proper functioning condition or recommendations to upgrade or enhance the function or efficiency of the home. This
Summary is not the entire report. The complete report may include additional information of concern to the customer. It is
recommended that the customer read the complete report.

1. Exterior
1.0

Exterior siding, Flashing and Trim
Repair or Replace
(3) The exterior painted finish at the rear of the home is failing. A qualified contractor should prep (pressure wash,
scrape, sand, prime caulk, etc.) and repaint or restain areas as needed and as per standard building practices to
extend the life of the product.
(4) Inspector observed ivy growing under the siding of the home. This condition is conducive to wood destroying
insects and wood rot. Inspector could not inspect behind the siding to determine if damage had occurred. All ivy
should be removed and walls examined for damage.

1.1

Doors (Exterior) and Doorbell
Repair or Replace
The exterior basement entrance door is a metal door known as a Bilco door. This door design is prone to moisture
intrusion and will likely be a source of water entry into the basement. It is suggested that a contractor investigate
and repair the door to provide a water tight seal. Often the only way to keep these doors from leaking is to build an
awning over it to shield it from driving rain or snow build up.

1.2

Windows (Exterior windows condition)
Repair or Replace
(1) Some screens missing or not installed in windows during inspection. Suggest asking home owners if they have
them stored somewhere. If no screens exists a qualified contractor should be consulted to estimate the cost of
replacement prior to settlement.
(2) Inspector observed torn window screens on home. Often Hardware stores can make affordable repairs to
screens. A qualified contractor is recommended to evaluate and estimate repairs prior to settlement.
(3) Inspector observed exterior window sills that have deteriorated caulking and may allow for water leakage into
siding or wall surfaces. Inspector suggests having a qualified contractor resealed these areas and homeowner
should routinely inspect and maintain all caulking around windows. A qualified contractor is recommended to
evaluate and estimate repairs prior to settlement.
(4) The wood trim is peeling paint at most windows. Further deterioration may occur if not repaired. I recommend a
qualified contractor inspect and repair as needed.
(5) Inspector observed the the basement windows are damage and will require repairs to avoid moisture and or
vermin entry. A qualified contractor is recommended to evaluate and estimate repairs prior to settlement.
(6) Inspector observed that the basement windows were very old and made out of wood. Some windows showed
signs of wood rot. Inspector suggests consulting with a qualified contractor to estimate the cost of replacement prior
to settlement.
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(7) Exterior window sills located at many exterior windows show signs of extensive wood rot. All windows should be
evaluated by a qualified contractor to estimate costs for repair and or replacement. Inspector observed area where a
high probability of water intrusion to the structure where wood rot was observed. Advised client during inspection
that there may be further damage inside walls that we cannot see today due to interior and exterior wall coverings. A
qualified contractor is recommended to evaluate and estimate repairs prior to settlement.
1.3

Decks, Balconies, Balconies, Stoops, Steps, Areaways, Porches Patio and Applicable Railings
Repair or Replace
(2) The deck surface and structure are old and worn and a general replacement is likely. A qualified contractor
should be consulted to estimate the cost of repairs or replacement. A qualified contractor should further inspect the
condition observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing.
(3) The flights of stairs with more than two risers have no handrail installed at the basement bilco door. This is a
safety hazard. A qualified contractor should install graspable handrails that your hand can completely encircle at
stairs where missing, and as per standard building practices.
(4) The stairs at the basement bilco door of the home are non uniform and uneven in step tread height. This can be
a falling hazard. This should be repaired. A qualified contractor should be consulted for repairs.

1.4

Vegetation, Grading, Drainage, Driveways, Patio Floor, Walkways and Retaining Walls (With respect to their
effect on the condition of the building)
Repair or Replace
(1) Inspector observed carpenter ants at the rear of the home and garage. A qualified exterminating firm should be
consulted to evaluate the home for the need for treatment against wood destroying insects. I was unable to
determine if additional damage exists and the full extent of the damage located behind finished wall surfaces. A
contractor should be hired to expose the inner walls in the area of suspected insect damage to determine if any
hidden damage exists. This lies beyond the scope of this visual non invasive home inspection.
(2) Vegetation planted too close to structure. May present an avenue for wood destroying insects to enter home.
Vegetation such as trees, shrubs and/or vines are in contact with or less than one foot from the structure's exterior.
Vegetation can serve as a conduit for wood destroying insects and may retain moisture against the exterior after it
rains. Vegetation should be pruned and/or removed as necessary to maintain a one foot clearance between it and
the structure's exterior.
(3) The driveway has significant cracks and/or deterioration in one or more areas. A qualified contractor should
evaluate and repair or replace driveway sections as necessary prior to settlement.
(5) One or more trip hazards were found in the walkway due to cracks, settlement and/or heaving. Recommend
having a qualified contractor evaluate and repair or replace driveway sections as necessary to eliminate trip hazards
prior to settlement.
(6) Roots growing from a tree near the foundation may cause foundation damage. Although no sign of damage was
visible at the time of the inspection, damage may occur underground, leaving no visible evidence. The inspector
recommends evaluation by a qualified arborist to help determine the need for action to prevent foundation damage.

1.5

Eaves, Soffits and Fascias
Repair or Replace
(1) Carpenter bee damage was found in one or more areas on fascia boards. A qualified contractor should evaluate
and make repairs as necessary, replacing or repairing all damaged or rotted wood. A qualified contractor should
estimate the cost of repairs prior to settlement.
(2) Rot was found in one or more areas on fascia boards. A qualified contractor should evaluate and make repairs
as necessary, replacing all rotten wood. A qualified contractor should estimate the cost of repairs prior to settlement.
(3) Rot was found in one or more areas on the wooden soffit boards. A qualified contractor should evaluate and
make repairs as necessary such as replacing all rotten wood. A qualified contractor should estimate the cost of
repairs prior to settlement.
(4) Inspector observed many sections of peeling paint on the exterior fascia boards. A qualified painting contractor
should estimate the cost of repairs prior to settlement.
(5) Inspector observed sections of soffit material that were not properly secured and created openings that can allow
for unwanted vermin or moisture damage. Inspector suggests consulting with a qualified contractor prior to
settlement to estimate the cost of repairs.

1.7

Exterior Outlets and Lighting
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Repair or Replace
(2) Inspector observed exterior lamps that have missing bulbs. Missing bulbs may allow for water penetration and
corrosion inside the lamp socket. Inspector suggests further evaluation by a qualified contractor to ensure the
exterior lamps safe and efficient operation.
(3) Electrical conductors not rated for exterior use were used for an exterior application outside of an protective
conduit. This condition is a potential fire hazard. The Inspector recommends correction by a qualified electrical
contractor prior to settlement.

2. Roofing / Chimneys / Roof Structure and Attic
2.0

Roof Coverings
Repair or Replace
(2) Inspector observed missing shingles from the roof covering that should be replaced to avoid water damage to the
interior. A qualified roofer should be consulted to estimate the cost of repairs.
(3) Inspector observed exposed nail heads at areas of the roofing. these exposed nail heads should be properly
sealed to prevent water entry into the home. A qualified roofer should inspect and make the needed repairs prior to
settlement.
(4) It was observed that TAR was used in at least one location on the roof surface. Tar is a roof cement and not
intended to be a sealant to prevent water penetration for an extended period of time. At best tar is for a fast
temporary fix when a repair is needed. It is not intended to be for a permanent repair. With the weather conditions
(and seasonal changes) the tar will expand and contract. Within a few years the tar will crack and that will result in
the failure of this seal. The end result will be a leak at the area that was tared. A qualified person should evaluate
these areas and correct without the use of TAR.
(5) The flat roof has reached the end of its life cycle at the front of home. This area will be prone to roof leakage. The
covering has failed. It should be replaced as soon as possible. A qualified roofing contractor should further inspect
the condition observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing..
(6) The roof covering show signs of a previous repair at the "entire roof". I am unable to determine if this repair will
leak or fail. This does not appear adequate. It should be properly repaired or replaced. A qualified roofing contractor
should further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing..
(7) The roof covering is damaged and needs to be replaced at the rear of home. It should be replaced as soon as
possible. A qualified roofing contractor should further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of repairs
or replacements prior to closing..

2.2

Skylights, Chimneys and Roof Penetrations
Repair or Replace
Plumbing stack vent flange boots are dry rotted and cracking. This condition will cause water to enter the home and
cause water damage. Recommend a roofing contractor to replace all deteriorating vent flashings prior to settlement.
If left unrepaired water damage will occur.

2.3

Flashings
Repair or Replace
(1) The chimney has tar installed around its base where its meets the roof as a sealant rather than a standard
metallic flashing. Although this is common on many homes, they can become problematic and allow for leakage.
Often tar flashings will require periodic reapplication of roofing tar to remain water tight. You should consider it
prudent ot have this intersection examined by a qualified roofer to estimate the cost of installing a proper chimney
flashing. A repair of this nature may require some shingle replacement and the costs of repairs should be
considered prior to settlement.

2.4

Roof Ventilation
Repair or Replace
Attic venting appeared to be insufficient at the time of the inspection. The approximate rule of thumb is 1.5 sq. ft. of
vent area for every 300 sq. feet of attic floor. The Inspector recommends increasing attic ventilation by installing
appropriate roof, gable or soffit vents. Lack of ventilation can cause poor energy efficiency, promote moisture build
up in the attic allowing for mold and premature rot. A roofer should be consulted for repairs.
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Roof Drainage Systems (gutters and downspouts)
Repair or Replace
(1) One or more downspouts extensions were missing or routed roof drainage too close to the foundation. This
condition may cause problems by introducing excessive amounts of moisture to the soil near the foundation.
Excessive moisture near the foundation can result in water intrusion into basements or crawlspaces, structural
failure due to foundation movement or moisture intrusion with the potential to cause structural damage from decay.
Moisture intrusion can also cause the development of unhealthy conditions in indoor air related to microbial growth
such as mold fungi.The Inspector recommends installation of downspout extensions( Gutter Leaders) to keep roof
runoff away from the home. It is recommended that all roof drainage terminate no closer than 6 feet away from the
foundation. A qualified contractor should estimate the cost of repairs prior to settlement.
(2) The gutters are full of debris in areas and needs to be cleaned. The debris in gutters can also conceal rust,
deterioration or leaks that are not visible until cleaned, and I am unable to determine if such conditions exist.
(3) The downspout missing part (S) at the front left corner of home. Gutters that drain poorly or clogged can lead to
many costly problems such as deterioration of fascia, soffit or roof edge. It can also cause gutters to pull loose and
lead to possible water intrusion. A qualified contractor should further inspect the condition observed to estimate the
costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing..
(4) The gutter is missing at the rear of home. Erosion can continue or become worse if not corrected possibly
leading to water intrusion. A qualified contractor should further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs
of repairs or replacements prior to closing..
(5) The gutter is damaged at the rear of home. Gutters that drain poorly or clogged can lead to many costly
problems such as deterioration of fascia, soffit or roof edge. It can also cause gutters to pull loose and lead to
possible water intrusion. A qualified contractor should further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of
repairs or replacements prior to closing..

3. Interior Rooms Including Bedrooms
3.0

Ceilings
Repair or Replace
(3) Inspector observed a stain on the ceiling at the upstairs. This stain was dry when tested with a moisture meter.
You should have the current owners disclose in writing their knowledge and repair history of this stain. Inspector was
unable to determine if a leak was active in this area due to finished coverings. Further investigation should be made
to this area by a qualified contractor to determine if leaks or hidden damage exists. At a minimum, this area should
be prepped, painted and monitored for future leakage to determine if leaks exist. A qualified contractor should
further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing.

3.3

Steps, Stairways, Balconies and Railings
Repair or Replace
(1) The hand/guard rail for the main staircase is too low for safety. The minimum safe guardrail height is 36 - 42
inches which may vary by jurisdiction. A fall or injury could occur if not corrected. A qualified contractor should
further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing.
(2) Steps to the basement are missing balusters, riserboards, and a safe handrail. A fall hazard could occur if not
corrected. Consult with a qualified contractor to estimate the cost of repairs prior to settlement.

3.5

Windows (Representative number)
Repair or Replace
(1) Inspector observed that the windows installed on the 1st floor are aged, loose, lack modern weather stripping,
hardware and lack a tight fit at the meeting rails and stops. In my opinion, the old windows are at the end of
serviceable life. Air leakage or drafts are probable due to the age of the windows and their condition. You should
consider updating by adding insulated replacement units. Updating to modern insulated replacement windows will
greatly improve the energy efficiency of the home. New windows will improve your comfort, reduce maintenance and
they will increase the market value of the home. Such updating will represent a significant expense, but pay back will
be partly offset by fuel savings. I advise that you consult with several window replacement contractors and seek
estimates for the installation of new insulated replacement windows prior to settlement.
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(2) Many windows in the home are old single pane style windows that do not appear to be made from safety glass.
You should be aware of the hazard that non safety glass can cause of a window breaks. Consideration should be
made to replace all of these windows to a double pane safety glass replacement window for safety.
(3) Many windows were not inspected because an AC unit was installed in the window in many of the rooms. The
windows should reinspected once access is made. I could not inspect the windows for operation or condition.
Charges apply for reinspections. This is for your information.
3.6

Outlets, Switches and Fixtures
Repair or Replace
(1) The fan at the bedrooms upstairs wobbles excessively and may require repairs or replacement. A qualified
electrical contractor should be consulted for repairs.
(2) Electrical outlets were improperly secured and moved when plugs were inserted. Outlets should be securely
installed to prevent fire, shock and/or electrocution hazard. Loose outlets should be corrected by a qualified
electrical contractor.
(3) Inspector observed that the outlets tested had an open ground when tested with a circuit analyzer. This
condition should be further evaluated by a licensed electrician to estimate the costs of repair or upgrade prior to
settlement. This current condition does not provide for a safely grounded receptacle and will not provide grounding
protection for appliances or occupants.
(4) Cover plate(s) are missing from one or more electric boxes, such as for receptacles, switches and/or junction
boxes in the many of the rooms . They are intended to contain fire and prevent electric shock from exposed wires.
This is a safety hazard due to the risk of fire and shock. Cover plates should be installed where missing.
(5) Inspector observed that an outlet is visibly damaged or corroded. Inspector suggests that all outlets be inspected
by a licensed electrician prior to settlement to estimate the cost of repairs.
(6) One or more electric receptacles in many of the rooms appear to have no power. Recommend asking the
property owner(s) about this. Switches may need to be operated to make some receptacles energized. If necessary,
a qualified electrician should evaluate and make repairs as necessary.
(7) At least one outlets is wired incorrectly and is not safe. Further inspection is needed by a qualified licensed
electrical contractor. A qualified licensed electrical contractor should examine the condition observed to estimate the
costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing..
(8) The light fixture hangs by its own cord and should not at the basement. This is a safety issue that needs to be
corrected. A qualified licensed electrical contractor should examine the condition observed to estimate the costs of
repairs or replacements prior to closing..

4. Bathroom and Components
4.0

Counters and Cabinets
Repair or Replace
(1) The base of the cabinet located under the 1st floor maim bathroom and 2nd floor main bathroom sink is
damaged from water leakage. Water leakage can cause mold growth and damage to building materials. A qualified
contractor should estimate the cost of repairs prior to settlement. Inspector could not see under the cabinet to
determine the extent of the damage
(2) Inspector observed that the 2nd floor main bathroom and basement bath countertop in the is not secured to the
cabinet below. Movement of the countertop can cause injury or unwanted damage to the water pipes below. A
qualified contractor should make repairs as needed.
(3) The cabinets located in the 1st floor main bathroom are in poor condition and will require repairs or replacement.
A qualified contractor should further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements
prior to closing.

4.3

Bathroom Floors
Repair or Replace
Sub floor is deteriorated or weak around toilet at the 1st floor main bathroom and basement. The repair work will
likely involve the removal of covering in order to repair the framing. The extent of damage cannot be realized until
the covering is removed. A qualified contractor should further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of
repairs or replacements prior to closing..
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Bathroom Ceilings
Repair or Replace
(1) Signs of fungi growth are present on ceiling in several areas in the 1st floor main bathroom. We did not inspect,
test or determine if this growth is or is not a health hazard. The underlying cause is moisture or dampness. I
recommend you contact a mold inspector or expert for investigation or correction if needed.
(2) The Sheetrock on the ceiling is damaged at the 1st floor main bathroom. The moisture meter was used and it
recorded 19% or higher, which indicates the leak has not been corrected. A qualified contractor should further
inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing..

4.5

Bathroom Walls including tub and shower surround defects
Repair or Replace
(1) Grout and / or caulking is missing or deteriorated within the 1st floor maim bathroom and 2nd floor main
bathroom shower surround, It should be replaced where deteriorated and/or applied where missing to prevent water
intrusion and damage to the wall or floor structure. All repairs should be evaluated by a qualified contractor prior to
settlement. Please bear in mind that routine application of grout and or caulking to the vertical corners, where the
shower basin and tile walls meet and at the edge of the shower and at the floor will be a part of regular home
maintenance. When choosing a caulking to make repairs, always choose a mold resistant caulking designed for
bathroom applications.
(2) Loose tiles noted inside the basement bath, 1st floor main bathroom and 2nd floor main bathroom tub, its is
important to have these tile repaired to avoid damage to wall structure. Damaged tiles will allow for water leakage
behind the finished wall surfaces and may have caused hidden damage behind the finishes. Inspector was unable
to determine if any previous damage has occurred without causing further damage to the home. Chronic water
leakage/seepage promotes the growth of mold and mildew. Some mold/mildew spores can be harmful; any potential
mold or mildew conditions should be addressed immediately. A certified technician or laboratory can sample and
analyze air quality and possible hidden mold conditions to determine the nature of the contamination and corrective
measures that may be needed. A qualified licensed contractor should further inspect the condition observed to
estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing.

4.6

Plumbing Drain, Waste and Vent Systems
Repair or Replace
(1) An "S" trap has been used under the bathroom sink. S traps should be replaced during any new plumbing work
as they are subject to siphoning problems. Replacement is sometimes difficult and thus the S traps are usually
tolerated. Care should be taken to keep the trap "primed." Fixtures should be monitored for sewer odor. A licensed
plumber should evaluate and provide estimates for the cost of repairs prior to settlement
(2) Inspector observed that the 2nd floor main bathroom sink plunger does not seal and will not hold water in the
sink. A qualified plumber should estimate the cost of repairs prior to settlement.
(3) The toilet continues to run after flushing at the 2nd floor main bathroom. Repairs are needed. A qualified licensed
plumber should examine the conditions observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to
settlement.
(4) The 1st floor main bathroom and basement bathroom toilet is loose at the floor and should be evaluated for
repairs by a qualified contractor or plumber. If left loose a toilet can cause water damage and deterioration of sub
flooring.
(5) The toilet will not flush at the basement bath. Repairs are needed. A qualified licensed plumber should examine
the conditions observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to settlement.

4.7

Plumbing Water Supply and Distribution Systems and Fixtures
Repair or Replace
(1) The tub faucets leaks a stream through tub spout when shower is on at the 2nd floor main bathroom. Repairs are
needed. A qualified licensed plumber should examine the conditions observed to estimate the costs of repairs or
replacements prior to settlement.
(2) The shower head and tub spout leaks at the 2nd floor main bathroom. Repairs are needed. A qualified licensed
plumber should examine the conditions observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to
settlement.
(3) The control knob is damaged at the 1st floor main bath. Repairs are needed. A qualified licensed plumber should
examine the conditions observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to settlement.
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(4) The shower head is damaged at the 1st floor main bath. Repairs are needed. A qualified licensed plumber
should examine the conditions observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to settlement.
(5) The hot control is missing at the basement bath. Repairs are needed. A qualified licensed plumber should
examine the conditions observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to settlement.
4.8

Outlets Switches and Fixtures
Repair or Replace
(1) Inspector observed unprotected non GFCI outlets at the basement bath that are within 6 feet of water. Your
inspector suggests that these outlets be upgraded to a GFCI style outlet to protect you against accidental electrical
shock when using these outlets near water.
(2) Inspector observed that the outlets tested in the basement bathroom had an open ground when tested with a
circuit analyzer. This condition should be further evaluated by a licensed electrician to estimate the costs of repair or
upgrade prior to settlement. This current condition does not provide for a safely grounded receptacle and will not
provide grounding protection for appliances or occupants.

5. Kitchen Components and Appliances
5.2

Floor
Repair or Replace
Inspector observed that the floor in the in the kitchen has a visible sag or bulging at the time of inspection.
Determining the cause of this defect is outside the scope of a standard home inspection. A qualified contractor
should further inspect and estimate the cost of repairs prior to settlement.

5.5

Counters and a representative number of Cabinets
Repair or Replace
(1) Wall cabinetry is held to the wall with the incorrect hardware or screws. This hardware is not rated to hold up wall
cabinetwork and may be unsafe. This is a safety issue for your information. Recommend replacing all wall cabinetry
screws with the appropriate hardware where improper screws were used. Please follow the attached link to learn
about the proper screws to use in this application. Click Here
(2) The base of the cabinet located under the kitchen sink is damaged from water leakage. Water leakage can
cause mold growth and damage to building materials. A qualified contractor should estimate the cost of repairs prior
to settlement. Inspector could not see under the cabinet to determine the extent of the damage

5.6

Plumbing Drain and Vent Systems
Repair or Replace
The waste line clogged or drains slow at the Kitchen sink. Repairs are needed. A qualified licensed plumber should
examine the conditions observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to settlement.

5.10

Ranges/Ovens/Cooktops
Repair or Replace
(1) The range can tip forward, and no anti-tip bracket appears to be installed. This is a safety hazard since the range
may tip forward when weight is applied to the open door, such as when a small child climbs on it, or if heavy objects
are dropped on it. Anti-tip brackets have been sold with all free standing ranges since 1985. An anti-tip bracket
should be installed to eliminate this safety hazard. For more information, visit: http://www.nachi.org/anti-tip.htm

6. Structural Components
6.0

Foundations, Basements and Crawlspaces (Report signs of abnormal or harmful water penetration into the
building or signs of abnormal or harmful condensation on building components.)
Repair or Replace
Evidence of prior water intrusion was found in one or more sections under the home. For example, water stains and/
or efflorescence on the foundation or floor, water stains at bases of support posts, etc. Accumulated water is a
conducive condition for wood destroying insects and organisms and should not be present under the home. The
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client(s) should review any disclosure statements available and ask the property owner(s) about past accumulation
of water under the home. Inspector was unable to determine if water penetration will occur in the future. A qualified
contractor who specializes in drainage issues should evaluate and repair as necessary. Typical repairs for
preventing water from accumulating under the home. include: Repairing, installing or improving rain run-off systems
(gutters, downspouts and Extensions or drain lines, Improving perimeter grading and repairing, installing or
improving underground footing and/or curtain drains. Ideally, water should not enter under the home, but if water
must be controlled after it enters under the home, then typical repairs include installing sump pump(s) or interior
perimeter drains.
6.2

Evidence of Suspected Fungal Growth Present
Repair or Replace
Signs of fungi growth is present on the walls along basement in several areas. We did not inspect, test or determine
if this growth is or is not a health hazard. The underlying cause is moisture. I recommend you contact a mold
inspector or expert for investigation or correction if needed. Some mold/mildew spores can be harmful; any potential
mold or mildew conditions should be addressed immediately. A certified technician or laboratory can sample and
analyze air quality and suspect mold conditions to determine the nature of the contamination and corrective
measures that may be needed.

7. Heating / Central Air Conditioning
7.3

Distribution Systems (including fans, pumps, ducts and piping, with supports, insulation, air filters,
registers, radiators, fan coil units and convectors)
Repair or Replace
(1) Inspector observed that the radiator is leaking in the 3rd floor bedroom. Repairs are needed. A qualified HVAC
technician or licensed plumber should be consulted to estimate the cots of repairs prior to settlement.
(2) Inspector observed a white fiberous material coating several of the heating ducts located in the basement. This
material is consistent with the appearance of asbestos. The only way to confirm that this material is asbestos is
through testing. Due to the poor condition of the material, I suggest that you consult with an environmental testing
firm to perform the necessary testing to confirm its composition and to suggest the proper method of removal.

7.6

Solid Fuel heating Devices (Fireplaces, Woodstove)
Repair or Replace
The fireplace was sealed off. I did not inspect the fireplace for proper operation. A certified chimney sweep should
further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing.

8. Electrical System
8.1

Service and Grounding Equipment, Main Overcurrent Device, Main and Distribution Panels
Repair or Replace
(1) The home is equipped with a Federal Pacific Electric (FPE) Stab-lok brand electrical panel. Stab-lok load
centers(panels) and their breakers have been considered problematic by some industry professionals due to a
higher-than-average failure rate. Most of the failures recorded are due to the circuit breakers not tripping causing
wires to overheat and causing fires.Please note, that any failure of any component within the electrical system may
result in fire and/or electrocution. I suggest having the panel and its components fully evaluated by a licensed
electrician to determine its safety, integrity and the potential need for replacement prior to closing. Please follow this
link to learn more about Federal Pacific Electrical Panels and their safety record. CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT FEDERAL PACIFIC PANELS
(2) Inspector observed that the electrical panels circuit labeling is not complete or is confusing and hard to
understand. A licensed electrician should examine and properly label the panel so that a homeowner will be able to
shut down the proper breakers in case of emergency. A licensed electrician should be consulted to examine this
defect and to further examine the electrical panel to determine if any other repairs are needed outside of this
recommendation.
(3) One or more overcurrent protection devices (circuit breaker) are "double tapped", where 2 or more wires are
clamped in a terminal designed for only one wire. This is a safety hazard since the bolt or screw may tighten
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securely against one wire, but leave others loose. Arcing, sparks and fires may result. A licensed electrician should
be consulted to examine/repair this defect and to further examine the electrical panel to determine if any other
repairs are needed outside of this recommendation.
(4) The dead front cover of the main electrical service panel was missing screws and was not held securely closed.
The Inspector recommends correction by a qualified electrical contractor.
(5) There are visible unplugged openings in the electrical service panel. there is a potential for electrical shock.
Apparently the fuses or breakers or wires entering the service panel were altered without closing up the old holes in
the metal box. While important in terms of safety, repairs are very inexpensive as plastic blanks are available to fill
the unused holes. Recommendation: Consult an electrician for simple but urgent repairs.
(6) This home is currently serviced by a 100 Amp service panel. While adequate for this size home at the time of
construction, the service might not handle the electrical needs of the home today. If any significant remodeling or
renovations take place in the home in the future, the client should consider upgrading the service panel to meet
modern electrical needs. This is for your information.
8.2

Branch Circuit Conductors, Overcurrent Devices and Compatability of their Amperage and Voltage
Repair or Replace
(1) Solid single strand aluminum wire is installed on the 120 VAC branch electrical circuits in the subject house.
These single strand, branch circuit aluminum wires were used widely in houses during the mid 1960s and 1970s.
According to the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, problems due to expansion can cause overheating at
connections between the wire and devices (switches and outlets) or at splices, which has resulted in fires.
Additionally, many homes that have had aluminum wiring repairs may or may not meet safe standards as many
repair methods have proven defective or unsafe. For further information on aluminum wiring contact the U.S.
Consumer Product Safety Commission via the Internet at http://www.cpsc.gov/ or follow this link for more
information about repair options and hazards associated with previously repaired aluminum wiring.
http://inspectapedia.com/aluminum/Aluminum_Wiring_Summary.html It is recommended that the electrical system
be evaluated by a licensed electrical contractor to determine if repairs or replacement is needed prior to closing.
(2) This home was constructed prior to 1955 and may have originally been wired with Knob and tube wiring. This
outdated wiring can be a potential fire hazard. Your inspector was unable to determine if any Knob and tube wiring
existed or still exists within hidden or concealed areas of the home. As a safety precaution I suggest that a licensed
electrician check and certify that this homes electrical system meets modern safety standards and no Knob and tube
wiring exists in the home.

8.3

Connected Devices and Fixtures (Observed from a representative number operation of ceiling fans,
lighting fixtures, switches and receptacles located inside the house, garage, and on the dwelling's exterior
walls)
Repair or Replace
(1) Inspector observed that there were two prong outlets installed in this home. Although common years ago, this
type of outlet and wiring to the outlet does not provide adequate grounding protection for modern appliances. A
licensed electrician should evaluate the outlets for upgrading to 3prong outlets with appropriate grounding.
(2) Extension cords are being used as permanent wiring in most if not all rooms. They should only be used for
portable equipment on a temporary basis. Using extension cords as permanent wiring poses a fire and shock
hazard, and is an indication that wiring is inadequate and should be updated. Extension cords may be undersized.
Connections may not be secure, resulting in power fluctuations, damage to equipment, and sparks that could start a
fire. Extension cords should be removed as necessary, or a qualified electrician should evaluate and make repairs
as necessary. For example, install additional circuits and/or electric receptacles.

8.5

Smoke Detectors and Carbon Monoxide Detectors
Not Inspected
(3) The smoke detector has been disconnected intentionally at the common hallway to bedrooms. Without a working
smoke detector in your home you have no first alert to a possible fire. I recommend repair or replace as needed
using a qualified person.

9. Plumbing System
9.0

Plumbing Drain, Waste and Vent Systems
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Inspected
(1) Waste lines observed under the home were old and have likely outlasted their expected life expectancy. The
materials the pipes were made of are prone to internal corrosion and blockages. A further evaluation of these pipes
should be made by a licensed plumber prior to settlement.
9.2

Hot Water Heater Systems, Controls, Chimneys, Flues and Vents
Repair or Replace
(2) Inspector observed that the electrical bonding strap between the hot and cold water lines on the hot water heater
are missing. Inspector suggest to have one installed. The bonding strap is designed to ensure a continuous
electrical bond exists throughout the plumbing system. This simple repair will improve the safety of your electrical
system

9.3

Main Water Shut-off Device (Describe location)
Repair or Replace
(2) The bonding system for the metal water distribution pipes did not include a jumper wire across the water meter. A
jumper wire should be installed to ensure that the metal water pipes are properly bonded.
(3) Inspector observed the rotary style main water shut off valve is old/corroding and a replacement should be
considered. Upgrading the shut off valve to a lever style ball valve should be considered to add to the ease of
operation and reliability.

9.4

Fuels Storage and Distribution Systems (Interior fuel storage, piping, venting, supports, leaks)
Repair or Replace
Inspector suggests having the yard scanned for abandoned oil tanks to ensure that one does not exists. If one is
found the soil should be tested to ensure no soil contamination exists. A qualified oil tank removal service should be
consulted to perform the surface scan.

10. Garage
10.0

Garage Structure, Walls and Ceilings (Including Firewall Separation)
Repair or Replace
(1) At the time of the inspection, asphalt composition shingles covering the roof of this home appeared to be at the
end of their useful life and you may wish to take this into account in your consideration of this property. The
Inspector recommends that before the expiration of your Inspection Objection Deadline, you consult with a qualified
roofing contractor to discuss options and costs for replacement.
(2) This garage does not have gutters and downspouts installed to catch and carry water away from the home. Not
having gutters can cause wet basements or crawlspaces, damage to roof and building materials and structural
damage. I suggest you consult with a qualified contractor to estimate the cost of gutter installation prior to
settlement.
(3) The exterior wall is damaged or deteriorated. Framing in wall may need repair as well (not visible) at the garage.
Repairs are needed. A qualified contractor should further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of
repairs or replacements prior to closing..

10.5

Garage electrical
Repair or Replace
There is no power to any components in the garage. Repairs are needed. A qualified licensed electrician should
further inspect the condition observed to estimate the costs of repairs or replacements prior to closing.
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Home inspectors are not required to report on the following: Life expectancy of any component or system; The causes of the
need for a repair; The methods, materials, and costs of corrections; The suitability of the property for any specialized use;
Compliance or non-compliance with codes, ordinances, statutes, regulatory requirements or restrictions; The market value of
the property or its marketability; The advisability or inadvisability of purchase of the property; Any component or system that
was not observed; The presence or absence of pests such as wood damaging organisms, rodents, or insects; or Cosmetic
items, underground items, or items not permanently installed. Home inspectors are not required to: Offer warranties or
guarantees of any kind; Calculate the strength, adequacy, or efficiency of any system or component; Enter any area or
perform any procedure that may damage the property or its components or be dangerous to the home inspector or other
persons; Operate any system or component that is shut down or otherwise inoperable; Operate any system or component
that does not respond to normal operating controls; Disturb insulation, move personal items, panels, furniture, equipment,
plant life, soil, snow, ice, or debris that obstructs access or visibility; Determine the presence or absence of any suspected
adverse environmental condition or hazardous substance, including but not limited to mold, toxins, carcinogens, noise,
contaminants in the building or in soil, water, and air; Determine the effectiveness of any system installed to control or
remove suspected hazardous substances; Predict future condition, including but not limited to failure of components; Since
this report is provided for the specific benefit of the customer(s), secondary readers of this information should hire a licensed
inspector to perform an inspection to meet their specific needs and to obtain current information concerning this property.
Prepared Using HomeGauge http://www.HomeGauge.com : Licensed To Nick Margarucci
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Report Attachments
ATTENTION: This inspection report is incomplete without reading the information included herein at
these links/attachments. Note If you received a printed version of this page and did not receive a copy
of the report through the internet please contact your inspector for a printed copy of the attachments.
STANDARDS OF PRACTICE
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3D Property Inspections, LLC
Nick Margarucci
79 Vacca Drive
West Orange, NJ 07052
(973) 896-6443
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